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THE EASTERN PROGRESS
Easlern Kentucky State (Teachers College
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY, APRIL 13, 1932
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NUMBER 13

SIXTY-FIRST K. E. A. MEET OPENS TODAY
LARGEST BODY
STUDENTS AT
EASTERN EVER
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Enrollment for Spring Term'
Brings Total Students
Past 1600; Only 1 Additional Instructor
319

NEW

SPEAKER OF
NOTE TO BE
ON PROGRAM

COATES ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
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STUDENTS

A total of 285 additional students
had been enrolled at Eastern Kentucky State Teachers College up
until noon today for the spring
term, bringing the total number of
resident students on the campus to
1,622, which is the largest number
of resident college students that has
ever been in attendance at the
school.
There were a number of rural
school teachers who had indicated
that they would attend the nineweeks term which is Just beginning,
who failed to enroll because the
teachers' equalization fund money
has not been paid, resulting In
many teachers not receiving all
their salary.
Only one additional instructor
was added to the faculty, despite
the large Increase in student body,
Dr. Donovan said. Miss Velma
Brooks, of Peabody College, has
been employed as an assistant instructor in English for the nineweek term. Hitherto additional instructors have been employed to aid
in instruction thru the large term.
Virtually every member of the
faculty has been assigned an additional class and by increasing the
teaching load it has been possible
to eliminate the expense of extra
instructors.
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The Thomas Jackson Coates administration building shown here, was isdes the Hiram Brock auditorium, The building was named in honor
erected in 1928. It is located between Roark building and the President's of Eastern's third president, Thomas Jackson Coates, who died Just a few
home on Lancaster Avenue. It contains the ldministratlve offices, years ago.
fourteen class-rooms, the college book store, and college postofflce, be-

EASTERN WILL
MOVE AHEAD

President of Eastern

Dr. Irvine Abell to Address
Meeting at Eastern
April 23

BALANCE BUDGET

MISS SCHNEIB PRESIDENT

Annual Play, "The Queen's
By H L. DONOVAN
Husband," Will Be PrePresident, Eastern State Teachers
sented; Is Comedy

The senior class held the tryouts

for the annual play "The Queen"s
Husband", Monday night, April 11,
in the Hiram Brock auditorium.
With two exceptions all of the cast
was chosen.
"The Queen's Husband", a comedy in three acts, by the noted
writer and critic Robert Emmet
Sherwood, has Just been released for
amateur production this season,
and already many successful performances have been reported. The
date selected for the production of
the drama at Eastern will be near
the middle of May in order not to
conflict with examinations.
The cast as selected follows:
Frederick Oranton, Thomson Bennett, Phipps, Andrew Holbrook,
Lord Birten, William Melton; Mistress - of - the - chambre, Francis
Blackwell; Princess Anne, Mary K.
Burns or Mabel Evans; Ladies in
waiting for the Princess, Lilliam Miller and Betty Jo Boleyn; Queen
Martha, Mabel Williams or Mary
K. Burns; General Northrup, Clarence Elison; King Eric VIII, Jack
Bayer; Major Blent, Robert Guy;
Dr. Fe'llman, Gayle Starnes; Prince
William, John D. Fouts; Lacky,
Hargls Hamilton.

DR. RUGG SPEAKS

College
For the last ninety days, the colleges have been in a "bear market."
No stocks on the exchange have suffered greater loss than the educational Institutions. We have more
students in attendance to educate
than ever in the history of the institution with less funds to carry
on our program than we have had
in a decade. Just what will happen to Kentucky colleges remains to
be seen. It is absurd for the people to get the idea that the standards of these institutions have not
been lowered. We must accept lower standards if we are unwilling to
provide revenue for the maintenance
of colleges of the first order.
Twenty-five years ago the Eastern State Teachers College was established. It had been the plan of
the board of regents and the faculty
to celebrate this occasion with appropriate ceremonies during the
month of May. These plans have
been cancelled due to lack of funds
for programs and other costs.
The college has grown slowly but
constantly. Eastern opened without
the recognition of any of the accrediting agencies of the country
and many years elapsed before their
approval could be secured. Finally,
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 8)

Queen of Prom

Dr. Earle U. Rugg, head of the
education department of the Colorado State Teachers College at
Greeley, Colo., who is on the campus of the Eastern Kentucky State
Teachers College studying the operation of the school for the office
of education of the United States
Department of the Interior, spoke
in chapel In the Hiram Brock auditorium this morning.
Prior to Dr. Rugg's address the
Eastern orchestra under direction of
James E. Van Peursem, played
three selections. They were "The
Golden Sceptre," an overture by R.
Schlepegrell, an arrangement by
Lamar Stringfleld. of "Cripple
Creek" from the southern mountains, and "Entr'V Acte" from VicHerbert's "Mademoiselle Modiste."

-o-

NOTICE TO STUDENTS
The printed schedules for'
conrses which will be offered
daring the two summer terms
of this year win be ready for
distribution to the student
body this week. All prospective attendants for the rammer sessions are urged to obtain one of these schedules.
Signed
«. M. BROCK,
Business Agent

KY. ACADEMY
SCIENCE MEET

Growth of Richmond School
During: Quarter of Century is Summarized

SENIOR CLASS
SELECTS CAST WILL
BY ROBERT SHERWOOD

Seven Departmental Programs and Special Group
Sessions in Addition to
General Program

Miss Virginia Moody, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Moody, Kingston, has been chosen by the Junior class here to be the Queen of
the Junior Prom for 1932. The
Prom will ■%. aeld Friday night,

May 13.. ^3F

Miss Moody Is an active member
of *er class, and has received all
of her college work at Eastern. She
is a member of the Home Economics
Club, and has previously been a
member of .the Sigma Tau PL
Attendants to Miss Moody for
this year are Miss Dellia Marie
Coates, Richmond, and Mrs. William
Cheek, Louisa,

SUMMER SCHOOL PLANS WITH
ALL USUAL FEATURES, SAYS
ANNOUNCEMENT, BY DONOVAN
Plans for the 1932 summer school
at Eastern, as announced by President H. L. Donovan, will include all
of the usual features which, have
been offered in previous summer
schools. Dr. Donovan has announced that all of the regular faculty will be in charge of the summer school, beginning June 6 and
closing July IS, and that practically
the entire faculty will be on hand
during the second summer term,
July 18 to August 26.
Commencement exercises will be
held at the close of the second summer term for the benfit of students
who will complete the work leading
to degrees and certificates during
the summer school. This will be the
third summer commencement held
at Eastern, the plan of having two
commencements annually having
been Inaugurated three years ago.
Departments of' instruction in
which courses will be offered during the summer terms are: Agriculture, art, biology, chemistry,
commerce, education, English, foreign language, geography and geology, health, home economics, industrial arts, library science, mathematics, music, physical education,
tionally strong courses will be offered in education. Practice teaching has been scheduled only for the
first summer term as the training
school and model high school are
not operated during the second
summer term. ^
Among the *MractIons scheduled
for the sumiriSr terms are many
special courses In physical education. Including a variety of recreational activities for both men and
women students. Special courses will
also be offered in coaching during
the first summer term. Swimming,

which scheduled for both men and
women during both summer terms,
will, appeal to many students.
The Weaver health building, with
its modem swimming pool, handball
courts, basketball courts, boxing and
wrestling rooms, and complete physical education facilities, provides for
almost every recreational need of
the student body.
Summer school expenses will be
no higher than in previous years.
No special tuition fee will be
charged. Most students will find
their summer school expenses slightly lower than In the past due to the
reduction which has been made for
board in the college cafeteria.
Special reduced railroad rates will
be in effect enabling students to
save a half fare when traveling by
rail.
During the summer terms pleasure trips will be conducted to places
of scenic and historic interest in
the state. These will be in charge
of Dr. L. G. Kennamer, head of the
department of geography and geology.
The Redpath chautaqua will present a five-day program consisting
of music, lectures, plays and entertainment on the college campus
during the summer school. The
chautauqua is scheduled for June
29 to July 3. Season tickets at special reduced* rates will be provided
for students.
The chapel programs each week
will offer a variety of special features including concerts by the college band and orchestra, and musical programs by members of the
faculty of the department of music,
at well as addresses of an instructive and entertaining nature.

The annual meeting of the Kentucky Academy of Science will be
called to order here at 9:30 o'clock
Saturday morning, April 23, by Dr.
Anna A. Schnleb, president of the
Academy and instructor in psychology at Eastern.
Dr. irvin Abell, an outstanding
authority in the field of surgery
from Louisville, has been secured
as the guest speaker for the meetDr. Charles E. Spearman, Grote
professor of mind and logic, University of London, England, who is lecturing in this country, will speak
on "The Nature, of Intelligence."
With Eastern and its faculty as
hosts to this year's convention of
the Academy, the delegates, representing the various fields of science,
will be given an opportunity to survey the school's equipment and
facilities for Instruction in scientific
courses. The delegates will also be
conducted thru other departments
of work here, and will be taken on
a tour of inspection of buildings and
grounds connected with this campus.
The general session of the convention will be held at 2 o'clock in the
afternoon, and it is at this time that
Dr. Abell and Dr. Spearman will
speak.
The major part of the day's meeting will take place In Hiram Brock
auditorium, but small conferences
Will probably take place within
certain departments of scientific
nature in other buildings of the
campus.
One of the Important questions to

Dr. Anna Schnieb

be taken up at the business meeting
of the academy concerns the organization of a Junior academy high
school science clubs. Other states
have done this successfully thru the
Influence of the American Academy
and there is now some agitation for
a similar work to be undertaken In
Kentucky.
Officers of the -Kentucky Academy of Science who will preside
over this year's convention are Dr.
Anna A. Schnieb, president, Dr.
Charles Hire, vice-president, A. M.
Peters, secretary and W. S. Anderson, treasurer. These were elected

BUTLER SPEAKER

The sixty-first annual convention of the Kentucky Education Association opens today in Louisville,
and will continue thruout Friday.
General sessions of the convention
will be held in Columbia Auditorium, 824 South Fourth Street, and
official headquarters will be In the
Brown Hotel.
In connection with the meeting
of the organization, there willl be
eight associated group meetings with
separate programs. Besides the
general K. E. A. program there are
seven departmental programs further subdivided into numerous conference meetings. Special group
meetings and auxiliary programs
will be distributed among various
hotels of the city.
Among the nationally known
speakers on the general program
are Gen. Smedley D. Butler, who is
to speak Friday night; Tom Skeyhill, Australian soldier, author and
lecturer, tonight, and Dr. Willis A.
Button, superintendent of schools,
Atlanta, Ga, tomorrow night. A
number of noted speakers and
educators of Kentucky have places
on the morning programs.
A contest to determine the champion speller of the state will be conducted by the association and
sponsored by the Courier Journal
and the Louisville Times as a
special feature of this year's convention. Arrangements have been
made to radiocast the final phases
of the contest from 3:00 o'clock to
4:00 this afternoon over station
WHAS, radiophone of the Courier
Journal and Louisville Times.
Associated groups, having separate porgrams while the convention
is in session, are the Kentucky Association of Secondary School Principals, the Kentucky Folklore Society, the Kentucky Council of Geography, the Kentucky Academy of
Visual Education, the High School
Library Section, and the Kentucky
Ornithological Society.

PARENT GROUP
MEETS APRIL 19
Middlesboro to be Host to
Kentucky Congress of
Parent-Teachers
14TH

CONVENTION

Opening April 19, and continuing
thru April 22, the fourteenth annual
convention of the Kentucky Congress of Parents and Teachers will
convene in Middlesboro.
It is expected that all state officers, district presidents and delegates from local parent teachers
associations in Kentucky as well as
representatives from the national
association will be in attendance at
the convention. - , ••.'
Officers of the Kentucky Congress of Parents and Teachers are:
Mrs. James G. Sheehan, Danville,
president; Mrs. Jesse Poage, Brooksvllle, first vice-president; R. E. Jaggers, department of education,
Frankfort, second vice-president;
Mrs. Warren Willet, Covlngton,
third vice-president; Harper Gatton, superintendent of schools,
Madisonvllle, fourth vice-president;
Dr. Wellington Patrick, University
of Kentucky, fifth vice-president;
Mrs. A. T. Gardner, Carlisle, sixth
vice-president; Mrs. A. G. Barrett,
department of education, Frankfort,
general secretary; Mrs. B. T. Bedford, Midway, treasurer; Mrs. Walter Caldwejl, Valley Station, recording secretary; Mrs. Elmont
Bankhardt, Ft. Thomas, historian.
O
Thru the state superintendent of
South Carolina, permission has
been granted for conducting health
education institutes for teachers in
any county where requested.
at the last meeting of the Academy,
held on the campus of the University of Kentucky in the spring of
1931.
The Kentucky Academy now has
approximately 250 members. Last
year the enrollment was only about
200 ahd one of the goals set for the
year was Increased membership.
Miss Schnieb, the president, an-'
nounces that she herself has enlisted about 30 members who are teach- »
era and students of science residing "
in the locality.
All. the sessions of the Kentucky
Academy are open to the public and
the programs -for this year's con- ■
cention have been so arranged as
to appeal to the interested citizen
as well as the student of science, in
the hppe that many of them will
attend.
•»
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EASTERN PROGRESS
Kentucky State Teachers College, Richmond, Ky.
Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association
Entered *as second-class mail matter at the
Richmond Postoffice ,

;

Kentucky the opportunity which, he rightly deserves in life.
The Eastern Progress endorses the Kentucky Education Association with a zeal that
recognizes the virtuous features of its foundation. We realize the problems with which it
has to contend this year. It is our belief that
these problems will be handled with integrity
and conscientious consideration to the end that
Kentucky will be brought out of the educational mire into which undemocratic legislation
has driven her.
'»

Co-Editors
William Martin, Albert Crumbaugh
Associate Editor
Betty Jo Boleyn
Feature Editor
Vivian Buckshorn
^Business Manager
J. E. Hall
Circulation Managers
Christine Gantley
Welcome
v
""^"v^-.
Mabel Williams
J D
Staff Cartoonists
-^>»vv
- - Turley
Another mid-term has passed. TTje halfLloyd Dykes, fiennet Rose semester has sped swiftly for some, slowly for
Alumni Editor
Lucille Derrtek, others, but with a steady flow unescapable by
Sponsor
Dean W. Rumbold anyone. - The passage of time has relegated
REPORTING STAFF
the first mid-term .Q£ 1932 to the pages of
George Miller
Betty Baxter
school historq. Upon itsjoy* and sorrows we
Estella Heller
Garvlce Kincaid
might dwell at length, but this saute relentless
Lillian Bower
Lorraine Chlnn
time reminds us that, having put our hand to
Margaret Manning
Newt Lee
the plow, we must not turn back. It adJ. B. Carpenter
Kellc Risner
monishes us to take advantage of the present
Mary Elston
Annabelle Clary
while cherishing the memories of the past.
Gibson Prather
Ruth Blngham
A new term has begun. The registration is
Margaret Conway
Annie Laurie Forsythe
hearly over; the "tumult and the shouting dies,"
Evabelle Franks
and students begin to look about to become acquainted with their surroundings—to orientate
Progress Platform
themselves in the courses for which they have
Student participation In government.
enrolled. Soon the bustle and activity will reUndergraduate scholarships.
solve itself into the settled routine of school
Spring vacation during K. E. A.
work.
Extension of fields for specialization
To those students who are continuing their
Inauguration of active Journalism department.
work or are returning after a short absence, the
An active Alumni Association.
EASTERN PROGRASS extends best
wishes for a relationship as pleasant as it has
TheK.E.A.
been in the past; to the new students it pledges
the utmost of service and reiterates its policy of
Today marks the opening of another annual the best in news and features at all times. For
convention of the Kentucky Education Asso- all, it predicts and anticipates a happy and succiation in Louisville, a subsidiary of the Na- cessful semester.
tional Education Association, and a very credTo every student the EASTERN PROGitable organization for the teaching profession RESS extends a HEARTY WELCOME.
of the state.
Criticism, Cooperation, and Creation
The K. E. A. is nothing short of -a- highly
professional organization, and its meetings are
The Progress has met, is meeting, and probinvaluable to the teachers of Kentucky. It
brings into one gathering each year about 7,000 ably always will meet with criticism. This is
ambitious teachers eager to become pupils, for desirable, and all sincere criticism is apprecia few days, of the most learned men and ated by the members of the staff. We might
women of our country, who are brought to even go so far as to say that criticism is imperaLouisville to take part on the Association's pro- tive to the vitality of a student newspaper, for
gram and discuss those things relating to the without it the writers and managers of such a
common good of all members in the teaching publication have no way of knowing the deprofession. This year's K. E. A. convention sires and tastes of the student body.
We feel that all readers will agree with the
seems to have a better program scheduled for
its delegates than any program of previous sentiment of the foregoing paragraph, but will
years. On the program for the general meet- they agree with us as to the necessity of coings, two world renowned figures will address operation between the students and faculty and
the Kentucky teachers.
They are General the Eastern Progress? If one will admit that
Smedley D. Butler and Tom Skeyhill. Also, the campus publication should contain all of
the president of the National Education Asso- the news happening here at Eastern, that, when
ciation will be present to, take up educational possible, that news should be fijst released to
t
affairs of national significance. Miss Florence the Progress, and that every person on this
Hale should certainly have much to stay to the campus is an ex-officio member of the reporting staff, then, and not until then, will the
members of the K. E. A.
It is regrettable that all teachers of Kentucky Progress enjoy the cooperation necessary to
. .are not enrolled in the K. E. A. Those who make it the best college newspaper in the
do not attend regularly miss not only one of United States.
Creation is a term which we may use to conthe most essential features of their profession,
trast
with "criticism."
While the latter is
but also they miss much of their life's education by failing to take advantage of the oppor- necessary and appreciated, it is much more pretunity to associate with the leaders in the field dominant among the reading than is the presof educative administration. We know of no ence of creative ability. It is this power of
other association that could supplant the com- creativeness, creative thinking and writing, that
mendable position which the K. E. A. occu- is needed so badly in newspaper work and in
pies. We wish to urge that all students of I all other professions as well. One cannot deny
Eastern who can and will attend the meeting that this power exists among Eastern students
this year do so, for we feel that they will be and faculty members, yet apparently much of
profited in a number of ways by it, especially it is dormant. And that is one of the reawhen the state's educational system needs bol- sons for this editorial. Students, alumni, facstering up as badly as it does at this time. It ulty, use the Progress as a means of cultivating
is a matter of loyalty to your profession and to your cooperative and creative abilities.

.

your state to contribute your part in making
this year's K. E. A. the greatest success in has
ever achieved.
At times we have heard accusations stating
that the K. E. A. is nothing more than a wholesale marketing house for buying and trading
teachers, and that as far as its accomplishments
educationally are concerned there are none in
evidence. Such accusations are nothing more
that basely unjust criticisms flung at the K.
E. A. For the most part they have no reputable foundation, and are generally emitted by
persons who are prone to visualize the progressive ideals for which the K. E. A. makes a
sincere stand. That many teachers secure positions thru meeting superintendents and trustees
at the K. E. A. meetings will not be disputed,
but such statements to the .effect that illicit subscriptioning takes place at its conferences are
entirely unfounded and should be indignantly
resented by those who are acquainted with the
principles under which the K. E. A. operates.
The Association has among its main objectives ideas which strive to better the field of
education in Kentucky, to promote square dealing and a professional attitude among men and
women of the state who are in any way connected with education, to promote culture and
higher education for every person within the
teaching profession, and-to give every child in

right had the goat wanted
SIGMA PSI SIGMA GIVES TASTE ;tobeenquitall playing
when I wanted to,
but he didn't, and he consented to
OF "YE OLDE SOUTH" IN SOCIAL be "If all of the time. Well, he
chased me from the campus half
to Lancaster Avenue. Now, I
AFFAIR AT WEAVER GYMNASIUM way
have it on my side to explain this
By W. G. KEIGHTLEY
Returning to the social affairs of
the good old da>s. the Sigma Psi
8igma, physical education club, entertained the junior class Friday
night, April 1, In the little gymnasium of the Weaver Health building
with ap artyt hat had for its program a group of old southern dances
and games which were once played
at the famous gatherings In the old
mansions.
T. C. McDaniel and Cliff Rader's
orchestra furnished the music for
the entertainment. They made the
program complete with many selections dear to the hearts of old
i Southerners, played for the same
old dances, but danced by a new
1
generation of modern college students who seemed to derive an unusual evening's pleasure outo f the
return to a bygone day.
The night was cool. There was
blowing out of the east a breeze
that made the ladies pull their outer garments Just a bit tighter about
them. The men followed suit by
turning up their collars. Each person was -hurrying along as though
it would be a crime to be the last
to arrive.
The little gym was flooded with
light and was criss-crossed with
maroon and white streamers.
Each person Who crossed the
threshold was told to make himself one of the crowd and to feel
and act as though he were at home.
Everyone seemed to follow instructions perfectly.
There would have been lots of
noise and pandemonium would undoubtedly have reigned supreme if

there had been any horns for the
throng. As it was, there was melody
in the air produced by the strumming of the guitar, the picking of
the banjo and the drawing of the
bow across the violin strings. To
the rhythm of this music, those
present danced the old Virginia
Reel In some twelve different ways.
It was truly a perfect painting of
the old southern aristocracy-at play.
There was much rivalry between
the teams chosen for the various
games which were played. These
games were such as those now
played by people who live in penthouses. Dr. Farris seemed to be the
most versatile of the contestants.
He nearly won the discus throw for
dear old Barberry College by hurling a paper plate" through the air
for a distance of three feet, seven
inches.
Bon bons and the fruit of the apple tree were passed. From the
sounds we gathered that everyone
enjoyed the refreshments.
According to some of the modern
writers, the youth of today seems
to be doomed because they do npt
know how to enjoy the things in
life that their fathers and mothers
enjojed. Had any of the exponents
of such a theory been present, they
would have retracted most of their
statements. It was apparent that all
those persons present drank great
draughts at the fountain of revelry
and enjoyment. The smiles on ths
faces of the men when they approached the fair maidens to curtsy
and return to their places, was a
most accurate pleasure barometer.

PROGRESS POSTOFFICE
Dear Editors: •
About one year ago the Alumni
Association of Eastern Kentucky
State Teachers College assumed the
task of. having an oil portrait of our
late President Coates painted by the
well-known Chicago artist, Mr. Sudduth Goff.
The picture was received and presented to the college at the June
Commencement in 1931 and no*
hangs in the entrance hall of the
Coates Building on Eastern's campus. It Is a splendid portrait and
the alumni of the school may well
be proud of having sponsored such
a gift to the school.
The economic depression has made
contributions smaller than were anticipated and payments have been
more difficult to meet. We now
lack $65.00 for the final payment
and have set May 1 as the date to
clear this obligation.
Some of President Coates' personal friends, hearing of our plans,
have sent unsolicited contributions,
which have been greatly appreciated.
We have never made any "drive"
for contributions because we wanted
this to be a memorial to one of Kentucky's leading educators by the free

will donations of those who appreciate the splendid work that he did
for education in the state.
A list of names of all contributors
is to be sealed at the back of the
picture as a permanent record. If
you care to share in this tribute to
a worthy leader please address any
communication- to Mary Floyd,
Chairman of Alumni Association
Memorial Committee, Richmond,
Ky. Any contribution, however
small, will be greatly appreciated.
—The Alumni Association.

Marjory Mix
Dear Miss Mix:
What is the remedy for some very
embarrassing moments?
Well,
after hearing this one you'll have
a lot of explanation to give me.
Well, to make a long story longer,
it was like this. I was walking
along the campus with a few of my
special girl friends when what
should happen—but wait. It wasn't'
like that, but like this—I was nonchantly strolling along the campus,
not alone of course, when a nausty,
ole, meany meany goat started to
play tag with me. It would have

strange spectacle. Of course, not
one would believe that we really had
a game of tag, and honest Miss Mix
that's exactly the way It was.
What explanation would be better than the tag story? That's my
story, and I'm stuck with it.
Loretta Mealer.
Dear Miss Mealer:
I would suggest that It is not a
custom of this institution for the
young ladies to be seen playing a
game of tag on the campus with
the young goats. What is the advantage of that anyhow? You know
we have no social hour at noon.
Why did you do this thing? I am
sorry that I can not offer any than
an encouth suggestion for the ridding yourself of the story you are
stuck with. Yiu might say that the
poor goat was stiff from being Ued
up so long and you, being a girl
scout, were doing your daily good
deed and taking the little meany,
meany goat for a good brisk run In
order to limber up his muscles.
Does that help the situation any?

Dear Miss Marjorie:
At last I can come to you conscience clear and ask for the Just
praise that is due me. Guess who,
I mean what? I''ve made the most
unsusceptible boy on the campus
do the unheard of. Have you ever
seen or heard of Chuck Crowell being with a girl? I never had and
though I never would, until Saturday night. Yes, this is the truth,
the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth, so help me Miss Mix.
Chuck brought me home from town,
and in all that rain too. Wasn't
that perfectly precious of him? He
is the sweetest, most adorable
but then you understand don't you?
He even wanted me to wear his
slicker, but Indeed not, I told him.
Can I expect this tres interessant
evenement to happen again or was
that Just one of those things that
sometimes take place?
Was he
being different or will he forget It
and be his old girl-avoldlng self
again?
Mabel McKlnney.
Dear Mabel:
I can't imagine anything like you
have written really having taken
place. You see my being on the
campus and having personal interviews with you students makes me
more or less acquainted with the
people about whom other students
write. I still cannot believe Chuck
Crowell has done this thing. The
dignified Mr. Crowell has never
been known to do such a thing before. But, under the circumstances,
If It happened once it is more than
likely it will happen the second,
third, fourth, etc., times. If you
use all your power you might be the
lucky girl too. Now, there is something to give room for meditation.
If anything further along this line
takes place let me know. I am
interested.

In Vogue This Springs • •

KNITTED DRESSES

GLEANINGS
Dean Lowery Nelson of Brigham Young
University, Provo, Utah, states that all clases
in the university are open to the unemployed
without credit. In order to obtain admittance
to those classes, the person must bring a slip
signed by some reliable individual stating that
he or she is unemployed.
"If all the people who daily come into Manhattan from the North'could be placed into a
single line, that line would stretch from 59th
street to the waters of Hudson Bay in Canada," declared Harold M. Lewis, Executive
Engineer for the Regional Pan of New York

In all fhe new spring colors, lacy weaves,
with hand knit effects.

City.
We were reading the other day where Dr.
Priccard, the noted balloonist, said that the
earth from ten miles up in the stratosphere looks
like a huge upturned saucer. We had no idea
that the depression has had that much of an
effect on the old globe.
Two theological students at the Texas University turned bandits so that they could get
enough money to continue their studies for the
ministry. They got five years in prison instead of the D.D.

These new fashions are ideal for School,
Business or Sportwear.

$3.95
.
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By DYKES

Materlinck's 'Blue Bird'."
Student: "That's It. I knew it began with an M."

Student: "Is the 'Open Road to
Romance' la?"
Back again, this time for the sole
Librarian: "Sorry, we do not have
President and Mr. it. t. Donovan and expressed purpose of dishing
an open road to romance, but I can
were In Lexington last week end.
and slinging all the nasty remarks,
give you Richard Hallburton's -RoyMiss Qurdetta Robinson was vis- compliments, criticisms, and forgetal Road to Romance'."
iting Lavodis Holllday and Billy w hat-you-have-nots we carr find
Wilson last week.
available and useful. We hope you
AN THAT AIN'T ALL
Mary Edelen spent last week end like It. Of course we hope you like
I fell for her In the reading room,
wltth Lavcdls Holllday at her home the rest of the paper, too, but after
Twas a stormy night outside.
in Winchester.
you read this calumn you're bound
Oh, yes, of course, I took her home
Miss Mabel Pollltt was In Lex- to be In a good and receptive mood
That evening from the Libe.
ington last week end.
for the rest of the paper. It is not
She Was blue-eyed, blonde and rosy;.
Lavodis Holllday, Mary Edelen the idea of this space to receive a'l
Rosie, I think, was her name.
and Billy Wilson attended the Phi the compliments thrown ProgressShe had red lips, 'n'everythlng—
Delta Theta lawn dance last week ward, but we gently and meekly acThat, camouflage a Jane.
end.
cept all bouquets that sound as If
But best of all about her.
Hugh Hacker and Minw Clark they could be only for this Item of
Better than all her good looks,
won a trip to Florida through a news, interest, and notoriety. We're
She was plump, and warm,' and
campaign conducted by the Consol- not getting conceited, even, because I
filled my armsidated Coach Company.
we know we're good either. If you'
Yes, filled my arms—with books.
Tom Arnold and Florence Ham- didn't cause scandal we couldn't
—California Pelican.
ilton attended the Alpha Gamma write it—anyhow, that's an Idea.
Rho formal in Lexington, Saturday,
MR. KEENE seems to win the
April 2.
You Pump 'Em Backwards
rose-tinted concrete bath tub this
Miss Mary King Burrier enter- Issue. In one of his classes the other
Huntington,
W. Va., (ABS)—If
„
IT
«*t
W«<tl.
»«»
HfT
rH r
tained at her home on Lancaster day he said that he could wiggle his
you're planning to spend your vacaWO*K TH»T •flu.v' * Pexr**'.
T
r
avenue Friday night, April 1, with ears very nicely. We wonder If he'll
tion in Holland, take a tip from the
V'»r».'V«'"'> *""«' ""
a waffle supper and bridge party pass this ability, along with the
Tatler of Huntington High, which
for her meal planning and table correct pronunciation and declentells of four Huntington boys who
service class of the Home Econom- sion of words, to his newly acquired
ran into all manner of trouble in
ics department.
that country because they could not
baby daughter, KATHRYN POWMiss Elizabeth Dunnlgan spent ELL KEENE.
get used to the fact that Dutch
past week end at her home in Wad- We're Just now beginning to wonbicycles pump backward and have
dy, Kentucky.
the .brake on the handlebars.
der who started and finished In this
Professor Anthony J. Whltmlre, three round bout between EARL
of the music department of Uni- RUPARD and VIRGINIA LILLY.
versity of Michigan, visited Miss We did not hear the bell, but It
Helen L. Hull here Thursday night. seems to have.rung "The End of
Mr. Whltmlre is an artist violinist. the Perfect Idea for a Song."
Miss Lillian Cox and Betty StewIt seems a crime the way the senart spent last week-end in Louis- ior vice-president had the duties
GLYNDON BARBER
ville, attending the Baptist student thrust upon him in such a rush. All
hr: v/ny DO y»»
banquet.
Trie #*•>"■ rri'^ttirLiKit eoxi*«i
SHOP
along BILL RAMSEY thought the
Miss Thelma Wllloughby at- sole purpose of the vice-president of
1„pfl M»r* To G-o
tended the S. A. E. Formal In Dan- any organization was to have anTo nes-P i" 9V8LIC
ville, Friday night.
other picture printed and another
Pkne*J "
Mr. D. P. Morris from Louisville, activity after one's name. He's
was with Mrs. Flora Morris last surely been working hard and doweek-end to attend the Little ing a good Job of it since MAC has
Theatre Club dinner-dance.
been so ill.
Misses Irene Horton, Katherlne
It looks as though two unobservCund|u"f, Lela McLemore, Vlrgina lng people need a little observation.
Harrison, Mary McOuire and Kitty ZELLA SMITH and WALTER
for
Clark composed a theatre party to HENSLEY are the two young sweet
Lexington, one day last week.
things that didn't need spring to
vanilla? Who killed Cock Robin?
George Miller, who has been con- make their fancies turn to thoughts
Who wouldn't? Why is John Little
fined to his home in Covington for of love. They already have it bad.
so far up in the world? Who ever
the past two weeks from injuries VIOLA LEWIS wishes WALTER
won the Book Case? Why does this
sustained while playing basketball were only "that way" about her Incountry need a good five cent cigar?
in one of the physical education stead of ZELLA.
Wouldn't a nickel one do?
classes, Is back on the campus to reMARIE HARMON and RALPH
Who cares about these questions,
sume his work here.
POWERS saw the green eyed monanyway?
Hershel McKinley, who has been ster Visit EDIE MAE VAUGHN one
O
In the Pattie A. Clay Infirmary night last week. Instead of enterfor the removal of his appendix, is taining the little devil, however.
back on the campus, and will soon EDIE MAE took ROSS ANDERSON
be able to resume his college work for a stroll. In order to forget.
and duties as business manager of
It's a treat for the campusology
"%*
the Milestone.
classes to have the cut on electricity
'-"■
M
WORTH*
REPEATING
O
practiced by diminishing the numThe Rev. William Henry Milburn, ber of lights blinking brightly forth
8tudent: "I should like to get the
You want the very
for many years the chaplain of the on the campus. However, the back
short story, 'Purples aiasses'."
United States senate, was called steps of the University Building are
Librarian: (after some 45 minutes
best
possible SHOE
"The Blind Preacher."
of thorough searching)-: "I'm sorstill In the popularity race. Now all
ry, but I fall to find a story of that VALUE to be had in this
one desires are benches placed
O
title."
Ohio farmers use more fertilizer hither and yon. Ask VIRGINIA
than do the farmers In any other WALTERS and KEITH BONNER
Student: (returning some time la- man's town, try a pair of
corn belt state.
ter—and to the amusement of the these made by—
their views on this subject.
librarian): "It was 'Pippa Passes.'
CLARENCE ELLISON and CLARand not "Purple Glasses' that I
ENCE SHEPHERD gave us all
wanted."
something to talk about when they
He was supplied.
returned to the campus after a
week end visit to Harlan with two
girls. The girls, however, proved to Above are the four presidents of forwordlng of higher education not
A student asked for "The Edube not wives, merely good girl Kentucky's teachers colleges. They only for the teachers of Kentucky, cated Gentleman," a book, she said,
.«
that had been most popular with
friends. We would like to listen in are, reading from left to right,
when CLARENCE ELLISON ex- President Rainey T. Wells, Murray, but also for men and women of the the faculty. On Investigation the
Newest Styles
plains this to TEXAS HOWARD President John Howard Payne, Commonwealth, who have not en- book wanted by the student proved
and EVA LYNCH.
to
be
not
really
"The
Educated
Mcrehead, President H. H. Cherry. tered the teaching profession, but
See Our Window Today
ALPHA MAE HOPPER and RO- Western, and President H. L. Dono- who have desired advanced train- Gentleman," but "A Man of Learning."
™
VA HARMON, married and room- van, Eastern. These men are all ing in other fields and have atAnother student returns the
mates, have a big contest on to see leaders in the field of education, tended the state schools In pursuit
morning after the night before and
WILSON BROS.
whose husband writes ttenanost oft- and have done much toward the!of this training.
asks for the "large red book with
en. First one's In the lerof then the
gold letters that I had last night."
other. It all depends grfavhlch mail
HABERDASHERY
the catty remarks take heed and Really, the library assistants should
line is the faster, Albuquerque, New
have
little
difficulty
In
locating
flee?
Mexico, or Whltley City, Ky.
Does Boyd Ping think his newly such a book among some 30,000 othGILLIS MADDEN did what he
acquired
mustache proves helpful in ers—of which a goodly number are
said he was going to do. He took
saying
"scram,"
or is he trying to red and have gold letters on their
RUBY WATSON to the party the
hint, in a nice gentle way of course, backs.
other night and have they been takHALL OF FAME
how Noel Hall looks? Is Red Philing advantage of these beautiful
Training School Student: "Do you
spring evenings—we ask you.
We would like to present this week lips taking Marjorle Mix's advice have
Maverick's 'Blue Bird'"?
and
u\klng
vocal
lessons
by
correthe
man
with
the
biggest
personalPAUL 1TERNEY went in after
Librarian: "Perhaps you mean
spondeivse?
ity
on
the
campus.
He
fills,
yea,
his grades last week and was preRoper Knit
Can >"»u answer any of these
sented with a doctor bill Instead. well fills, our Hall of Fame. We
GOLF SOX
questions? Why don't Jimmy Lentz
Perhaps it will be an undertaker's give you Newton Oakes.
$1
Chuck Orowell givasome of the
bill when he receives them.
We have been unable to learn and
Eastern
co-eds a break? Is Joe CarHERSCHEL McKINLEY told US from which high school our hero ter keeping in training by working
Sleeveless
that the nurses at the hospital graduated, but we feel sure that he as a waiter, or Is he winning the
Sweaters
asked him to shave off his mus- was the biggest man in his class. marathon for keeping one waiting?
tache. Wonder what MAUDE MC- He was placed before the public eye Why doesn't Virginia Lilly like
when he was only five months old,
LAUGHLIN thinks about that?
We welcome you, because you make for us a more deMOON MULLINS won a silver hls.picture being published In The
sirable
community in which to live. You improve the
Patronize
the
Progress
advertisers.
loving cup at the physical ed. party Ladles Home Journal as an adverbusiness conditions in our city, as well as our social life.
for being the most graceful Virginia tisement for Mellln's food.
Reeler. Haven't quite figured out—
We give you a very hearty welcome to our store when
Mr. Oakes Is an exceptional stuwhether It was MOON or his part- dent, was the "choose to run" lad
you are down street.
ner who Is such an antique.
of the recent popularity campaign,
LLOYD DYKES is about to take and has a personality that can be
We sell Hosiery and Shoes for men and women, and
the popularity title away from Mc- seen from Roark to Sullivan.
men's furnishings.
KINLEY after having driven all the
new girls to their rooming places When asked for a statement the
THURSDAY
last week end. Most of them were big fella modestly said: "You may
hard to Batlsy—here's the secret— say that I am a combination Na- "ARE YOU LISTENING?"
they wanted to get to ride around poleon, Martin Luther, Washington, Drama, Romance, Heart-break,
"Tailored by Sportsand Don Juan, without having any
more with Dykes.
tragedy swirl around the lives of
wear, Incorporated."
BEN ADAMS hasn't been hang- of their bad qualities and If you those back of the scenes of
print
this
hooey
I
won't
ask
for
anying around Burnam Hall much the
Radio Broadcasting! It's new!
These four words speak
last few days. Perhaps it Is because thing—I'll give you two bits."
It's thrilling!
Starrinr
volumes for the style and
he has a girl here from home now
quality of the knickers.
WILLIAM
RAINES
Line of the week goes to a girl
and she's living out In town.
For Sportswear, IncorporMadge Evans
Anita Page
BILL
CAMMACK
says
he
is
gowho
works
In
the
cafeteria.
When
ated sponsors only the corKaren Morley, Joan Marsh
ing to become a college physician. we asked her the other day If the
rect, the distinguished, the
Wonder why Billy has so suddenly pie was fresh she came back with,
fashionable!
FRIDAY
chosen the profession. Ask HELEN "I don't know; I've been working
Sensation piled upon sensation!
STIDHAM, perhaps she can tell here only two weeks."
And the price speaks
you.
It
We wonder whether the aunts A blinding flash of drama!
for Itself I
WE HAVE FIRST-CLASS OPERATORS THAT DO
ICHABOD CORNES had quite a who have their home in front of will stun your senses—test your
ALL KINDS OF BEAUTY WORK.
fatal accident the other day. Ask Burnam have to check out . . .what nerves and courage to the breakSee It—then forget
him about the Ring—it made an in- Betty Baxter means when she talks ing point!
teresting story and you might class about her fourth dimension . . .what It if yon can!
it as a tragedy (for the ring).
Newton Oakes means when he says RICHARD BARTHELMESS in
O
that he is going to cloud up and
"ALIAS THE DOCTOR"
High school girls and teachers in rain . . . whether Jerry Givens Is
Home of Good Clothes
With MARIAN MARSH
Tama and Bloomfleld, la., have in- a kleptomaniac ... is Moon Mulllns
at her loveliest and best!
augurated movements for a return really crazy . . . what made Harold
to cotton stockings.
Prim sit down in front of the UniMANICURE
50c
SATURDAY
versity Building after a dance the
FINGER WAVE
75c
WALTER HUSTON and LOIS
other night . . . who cares?
WILSON in a picture filled with
MARCEL
.75c
entertainment
We have several unsettled ques"LAW AND ORDER"
tions in our minds. Can you or can
you not help us In coming to conSUNDAY
clusion as to the number of right
answers?
ROBERT MONTGOMERY In
If down is low-down, how high Is
"BUT THE FLESH IS
up? Is it true that scandal is an
WEAK"
abbreviation for ' scanning daily"?
Does Jim Harter still retain the title
MONDAY
2 EXPERIENCED OPERATORS
of "Mr. Lemon of Orange"? What
PHONE 681
COHENS
and KELI.YS
question does "the fewer the greatSecond and Irvine
Phone 32
Upstairs
LELA SPEAKS CAYWOOD
er" answer? It Bill Ramsey still
in "HOLLYWOOD
"Sweet William" and 9J 44t DOORS BELOW POST OFFICE
^—
NIGHT
pure? If one said "scat," would all
*

HAIR CUT
25c

n
m.

College Presidents

Style
Headquarters
Spring Oxfords

LIBRARY

IF

FREEMAN
$3.50

P«

Leeds & Edwards
Clothing Company

Eastern Students and Faculty
We Are Glad You Are Here

Knickers of
Imported Woolens

MADISON
Theatre

$5.00

Clothing Made to Measure

RICE & ARNOLD

SPECIAL

E. V. Elder

Permanent Wave
$5.00
$7.50
$8.50

Cinderella Beauty Shoppe

Permanent*

-—$3.50 and $5.00

Other Beauty Work

50c

Gloriette
Beauty Shop

—

'i*
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MADRIGAL CLUB

y»R^Hl

ENGLISH AIMS
ARE STRESSED

■

KENTUCKIANA

Now that the Depression has come
with such a vengeance the Townsend Room of Kentucky books at
Eastern must needs be first among
.
those 'no absolutely necessary' places
to be kept alive. This gives us a
moment In which to pause and rew
*
flect upon the many generous persons who have aided In building up
this rare collections. It makes us
want to acknowledge publicly our
appreciation of their willingness to
help us make our files of Kentucky
i iaterial complete.
Each gift is greatly prized in the
Kentucky Library of Eastern both
for itself and the spirit in which it
was given. The Draper Collection
in the library of the University of
Wisconsin and the Durrett Collection in the University of Chicago
are the |only other collection of
Kentuckiana that can compare with
•«*
this Townsend Collection.
These
books are located In a special room
in the Library of Eastern Kentucky
State Teachers College. There are
The Madrigal Club, or women's glee club, is shown above with its . ing the annual' meeting of the K. Er A. The Madrigal Club recently
more than two thousand volumes
The picture is presented its annual Easter program before the student body and
many of these having been added leader, Mrs. Russell I. Todd, musical instructor here.
since Eastern acquired the Town- of the 1931 organization which sang over station WHAS, Louisville, dur- citizens of Richmond, in the auditorium on the campus.
send books as a nucleus. #
.- ■
A few friends of Eastern have aldent appoint a committee to draw
(First edition given and autoready signified" their intention of
up a resolution of regret to send to
graphed by his daughter, Julturning over their Kentucky books
Herschel McKlnley, president of
iet Nold Plrtle).
to this library and surely no better
the senior class, who recently underdisposition could be made of them. 14. Pusey, William Allen.
went an operation at the Pattle A.
Three Kentucky Pioneers, 1930.
We want all Kentucklans to feel that
Clay hosplttal. The committee ap(First edition given by the
they may have a part in building
pointed was Richard Van Hoose
Author).
up such a library and we want to
and Annie Laurie Forsythe.
assure them that these books will 15. Shaler, Nathaniel Southgate.
Mr. Ross Anderson gave a short
The individual, 1902.
continue to receive the best of care
The music public has gone—of all writer) and "Lullaby" by Brahms but interesting and informing talk
(First edition given and autoand will always be valued. We are
(who
never
did,
either).
Both
of
on "Selling Your Ideas."
graphed by Miss Lucia F. Bur- things—classical.
appealing as never before for help
The question of class dues was
Mr. Quinto Maganini, from behind these, however, are best seller clasnam).
from our friends to keep alive inconsidered. A committee composed
his desk at one of the larger music sics, Maganini said.
terest in salvaging all valuable ma- 16. Willis, George L., Jr.
The "Minuet in G" is Beethoven's of Lucy Mitchell, Arthur Eversole,
Kentucky constitutions
and houses, noticed it and spoke of it.
terial of local value and placing it
constitutional conventions, 1930. Mr. Maganini went so far as to "wow" number, as such things are Mattie Tolbert, and Merton Wilwith some collection where it will
(First edition given by Mr. J. state that it is fellows like Beeth- sometimes called in the trade. "G" liams was appointed to collect all
be kept permanently.
oven, Brahms, Schubert and Chopin was a popular letter in those days, unpaid class dues.
W. Cammack.)
Please pass along the word to
o
—he even included Bach and Schu- for Bach's "air for G string" has not
your author friends that we are hop- 17. Shuey, Mrs. Mary Willis.
mann—to whom music publishers dimmed in popularity through the
Note
to
St.
Peter—Introducing
ing to receive many more autoyears. The vogue of "G" Is now
are thankful today.
Miss Mary Allen.
graphed copies. We want to convirtually extinct, the only such
(Appeared
in
Scribners.
March
Popular tunes seem unable to number in recent memory being
tinue adding to this collection to
1932.
stand the gaff. They are here to- "Gee. I Wish That I Had A Girl."
the end that Kentucky may have
For Miss Maude in Heaven.
day and gone tomorrow. Like ships
at least one collection in the future,
Speaking strictly from the stand(Appeared in Harpers, Septem- that pass in the night, they come point
worthy of the splendid talent that
of sales, Maganini noted that
ber
1930.)
and go.
the state has produced.
the
most
popular American comMrs. Flora Morris, Mrs. Lillian
(Two poems written out and
The following is a list of donaposer
'was
Edward MacDowell, Miller, Tressie Jones, Jesse Shearer
None
knows
this
better
than
Mr.
autographed by the Author.
tions to the Kentucky Library of
Maganini. He has seen the moon whose compositions are in greatest and Annie Laurie Forsythe, memEastern Kentucky State Teachers 18. Cole, Charles D.
come over the mountain in virtually demand, with Stephen Poster—the bers of the interpretive reading
The
deserted
house.
College during the past year and a
(A picture and poem given by every key. He is acquainted with dean of Dixie-boosters (with a Pitts- class under Miss Pearl Buchanan,
half, with apologies for any possible
lyric love in all tempos, with and burgh habitat)—second.
were Judges at the elemenation
Mr. Cole.)
omissions.
contest Tuesday night April 5, at
19. Cassius Marcellus Clay, 1810- without ukelele arrangements. And
1.—Bowden, Robert W.
he knows all the roses—of Picardy,
Madison High School, held for the
1903.
In defense of tomorrow, 1931.
purpose of selecting a representative
(A picture given and auto- Washington square, second-hand,
(Autographed first edition givplay group for the Dramatic Tourgraphed by his son, Brutus J. as well as moonlight and—.
en by Author).
ney at Eastern the week-end of
Clay.)
"The classics," he said today,
2. Filson Club.
April 28 to 30.
"are
well
able
to
stand
on
their
own
Pilson Club History Quarterly, 20. Morrison Hall Bookplate.
Three one act plays were pre(A Bookplate of one of the feet."
v. 6.
sented by the Madison players, and
Event
Sponsored
by
Milestone
buildings at John Wilson Town(Unbound numbers given by the
He mentioned some. There is,
the third one to be presented won
send's Alma Ma(ter. Transyl- for example, Schumann's "Merry
Taken by Juniors; Get
Secretary of the Pilson Club).
the choice of the Judges as being
vania
College.
Made
and
given
Peasant Returning Prom His Work."
Half Holiday
3. Puson, Harvey H.
the one which will be put on in the
by
Mrs.
8uddith
Goff.)
The
public
goes
for
this
number,
Ballads of thee Kentucky Hightournament against state high
he
commented,
in
a
surprising
big
21.
Crabbe,
John
Grant.
lands, C1931.
school competition in play proCOSBY
IS
PRESIDENT
way. This, too, despite the fact
Scrap books.
(Autographed first edition givducing. 'Tie" was the title of the
(Eight scrap-books containing that there are. very few peasant
en by Author).
winning production at Madison
material about Dr. Crabbe when around nowadays, and none of them At the regular monthly class High School, and it was picked for
4. Puson, Harvey H.
particularly
merry,
or
even
"rehe
was
Superintendent
of
meeting
Friday,
April
2,
President
its cast of members who demonCumberland Ford Settlement,
Public Instruction in Ky., and turning from work," for that mat- Roy Cosby announced that the strated strong dramatic ability, with
1931.
ter.
President
of
Eastern
Normal
Junior Class had won the picture Earl De Jarnett, who played the
(Autographed first edition givSchool. Given by Miss Marie
The title of the Schumann opus, contest, sponsored by the Mile- part of Keeney, being selected as
en by Author).
L. Roberts.)
Maganini agreed, is not so hot as stone Staff, and that all Juniors the most forceful character.
5. Oreerf, Nancy Lewis.
titles go. On the other hand, It'Is having their pictures in the Mile-oO
Ye old Shaker bells, cl930.
Tests of paper making quality of
Student engagements to marry at quite commendable compared with stone would be given a half holiday
'Autographed first edition givDenison University, GranvUle. Ohio, such uninspiring captions as "Waltz and a free picture show at the goldenrod stalks by the bureau of
en bv Author).
declined from 21 in 1928 to 12 in in D flat major" by Chopin (who Madison Theatre on Friday, April 8. standards showed the material to
6. Orossett, ■ Walker B.
never amounted to much as a title- A motion passed that the Presl- be an inferior source of fiber.
What the public should know 1931.
about child birth, 1931.
(Autographed first edition given by Author).
7. Hergeshelmer, Joseph.
The limestone tree, 1931.
(Autographed first edition given by Author).
8. Jlllson. Wlllard Rouse.
(Numerous of his Geological
Survey publications).
9. MacQowan, Robert.
Significance of Stephen Collins Foster, 1932.
(First edition given by Foster
Hall Library).
10. Miller, William H.
Manuscripts
(of
Madison
County).
Six manuscripts were placed In
the Kentucky room by the
Miller heirs).
11. Miller, William H.
History and genealogies (of
Madison County)
^^
(First edition given and autoV'
graphed by Mrs. Mary Ben
Neale Thompson).
12. Perrin. W. H.
Kentucky—a history of the
state, 1886.
(First edition given and autographed by Meredith S. Cox,
grandson of Jam«s A. Hind man.
see p. 838).
Pictured above is the" Men "s Glee Club of Eastern, which gave twc | oullding, and the seccnd was before the college chapel Friday morning
13. Plrtle, Allfred.
programs last week. The first was before the assembly of the Model in Hiram Brock auditorium.
Battle of Tippecanoe, 1900.
High School Wednesday moPning in the auditorium of the University
(Filson Club pub. No. 15)
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MUSIC PUBLIC GONE CLASSICAL
SAYS PUBLISHER WHO SAX8 JAZZ
TUNES UNABLE TO STAND GAFF

Eastern Students
As Play Judges

JUNIOR CLASS
WINS CONTEST

MEN'S GLEE CLUB OF EASTERN

* 1' * •

%*c

150.

W. D. Oldhamn Company

Nelly Don
Wash Frocks

Has Just Received
95

$J_95 to $7
100.

500 New Spring & Summer Dresses
SO
New Dainty
Party Dresses

.

■ ■

$995 !
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Goal of Department is to
Teach Student to Write,
Read and Speak ■
By ROY a CLARK
The work of the English department comprises several different elements.
It consists of the study of literature, of the study and practice of
writing, and the study and practice
of speech. It also has a two-fold
objective. The one objective seeks
to implant in the student an understanding and appreciation of literature and an understanding of skill
in writing and speaking. The other
objective seeks to present the technique of- teaching appreciation, understanding, and skills to prospective teachers so that they In turn
may pass on to the boys and girls
of Kentucky the torches of appreciation, understanding, and skills in
writing and speaking.
Thru the study of literature and
the reading of many good books the
students in the English department
develop good taste and power of discrimination, and enrich their emotional and spiritual life. Thru the
study and practice of writing and
speaking, they acquire a sense of
good form in written and spoken
English, and they are made to feel
that the habitual use of such English is a mark of culture and intellectual maturity.
With these qualities and skills
and with the added skills of teaching, the students may then be enabled to enrich the lives of boys
and girls and give them some degree of itellectual culture. All this
is what the English department
seeks to accomplish.

Foreign Language
Department Course
By MABEL POLLITT
The department of Foreign Language at Eastern is at the present
time offering courses irr the following languages: Latin, French and
German. It is possible for a student
to major either in Latin or in a
combined Foreign Language Major,
selecting two of the three languages.
Unless a student has had three or
four years of High School Latin, it
is not recommended that a major
be selected in Latin alone. The various courses in Latin comprise several translation courses such as
study of Horace, Livy, Tacitus, Juvenal and Martial. In the summer
time courses are offered in beginning Latin and an intensive course
for prospective teachers of Latin in
the high schools. The French and
German languages may be begun
at Eastern and carried on as the
student advances.
Perhaps the courses having the
greatest appeal to the student body
as a whole are three courses which
are background courses: Legacy of
Greece, Legacy of Rome, and
French Civilization. These courses
are given entirely in English and
are very popular with students interested in broadening their cultural backgrounds and historical appreciation. Much collateral reading
work is done in these courses. Another course given entirely in English, which is offered In alternate
years, is entitled General Linguistics. This course offers work in Anthropology, comparative developments of various languages, and
original speech efforts.
A club designed primarily for the
majors and minors of this department is the Sigma Lambda Society.
Membership in this club is by invitation. Meetings are held twice a
mcnth, and each spring a Oreek
play in English is presented under
its direction. Last year the Trojan
Woman was presented with thirty
members of the society taking part.
O
AT STATE Y. MEET
Fred Folmer and Newt Lee attended the State Student Cabinet
meeting of the Intercollegiate Y. M.
C. A. The meeting, under the direction of H. S. Lotspiech, was given to
the completion of plans and organization of the program for the State
Student Council to be held at Camp
Daniel Boone. May 5, 6 and 7. Eastern, Transylvania, University of
Kentucky and Berea College were
represented at the cabinet meeting.
O
No Depression Here
Wyandptte, Kans., (ABS)—Despite the depression, students at
Wyandotte High school bought 100
more activity tickets this year than
last. The amount taken in Increased, by $300.

"Avenue"
House Frocks

$loo

.50.

50.

Net and Chiffon
Evening Gowns

Sheer, Double Sheer,
. Triple Sheer

$16oo

$9^5
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MAROON BAND

PLAN DRAMA
TOURNAMENT

Bart Peak Speaks at Vesper
Service on Aims
of Life *

Sixteen High Schools Already
Entered in Contest
for April 28-30

BIBLE

COURSE

EXPECT MORE ENTRIES

At the regular Y. W. and V M
C. A. vesper services Sunday night,
April S, Bart Peak, Y. M. C. A. secretary at the University of Kentucky, was the main speaker. Mr.
Peak was introduced by the local
Y. M. c. A. president, Fred Folmer.
"Any Christian should have two
alms; a worthwhile or a holy purpose, and a desire to serve others,"
Mr. Peak said. "When an individual has those two things in his life,
he cannot help but be happy."
Mr. Peak gave examples of both
young men and old, who were Ideals
for others. "You, though you may
not be conscious of It, are God to
someone with whom you are associated," he asserted. "It should be
your aim to prove yourself worthy
of such an honor."
In concluding, the speaker urged
that Christ Is the one for us to follow, and that if we live a life for
Him, others will follow Christ thru
us.
The meeting Sunday night opened
a series of Bible study meetings
which began last Sunday and will
culminate In a final meeting Sunday, May 1. The Bible study course
Is under the direction of Dr. L. O.
Kennamer, head of the department
of geology and geography here.

Plans for the annual High School
Dramatic Tourney, to be heJd on
this campus April 28, 29, SO, in
Hiram Brock auditorium, have
reached completion, according to
the sponsors of the event, Miss
Pearl Buchanan, head of the department of dramatics, and Kearney M. Adams, director of extension.
Sixteen high schools have accepted the invitations to send representative play groups here for competition in this year's tournament
the latest reports say. More high
schools are expected to enter before the closing date.
Preceding
year's have never had as many
prospects for entrants into the tournament as there are this year.
Arrangements for entrance requirements have been changed
somewhat since last year's meet.
Heretofore the schools which could
be represented have been confined
to eastern Kentucky, due to the distance and expense for those schools
out of this district to send representatives, but this year any Aclassed high school in the state is
counted eligible to participate.
Definite plans to attend the tournament have been submitted by the
following high schools:
London. University High, Morehead, Prenchburg, Henry Clay,
Berea. Lawrenceburg, Madison, Russel Cave. Wllliamsburg, Midway
Kavanaugh, Maysville, Newport
g^ncaster and Burgin.
'
*
O
fiHOW WASHINGTON PICTURE8Friday night. April 8, Miss Schnieb
took the members of her various
classes for a make-believe airplane
ride* to the capitol city of the nation and from there to some of the
important cities of Europe.
By means of a projector, Miss
Schnieb was able to show the various places where the national government directs the affairs of the
nation. These pictures were on post
cards, which she gathered from
Washington while there some few
weeks ago.
O
Good Friday is also known as
Black Friday in the Western church,
because on that day clerical vestments and altar draperies are black.

STUDY

Eastern's band has been one of the leading (Allege bands in Ken- Coates administration building after a concert in the Hiram Brock auditucky for the past four years. It is second in siaeVto the University of torium. The band is under the direction of Sidney R. Griffith.
Kentucky band. The above picture was taken on the steps of the T. J.
Also, there are meetings being held
each night in Memorial Hall, directed by Coach C. T. Hughes.
O
The highest point in the West Indies is in the Dominican republic,
Mount Tina, 10,300 feet.

hands of the boys and girls in
LIBRARY TRAINING AT EASTERN the
the school. It is by making our
principals, superintendents, and
library-minded that we will
SEEKS TO AID TEACHERS IN PULL teachers
be able to bring to boys and girls
rightful heritage of good books
UTILIZATION OF LIBRARY HELPS their
to read.

By MISS CLARA DAVIES
nearly all of the elementary schools.
Snakes, 106 of them, were found Training in librarianship is be- The teaching schedule In the two,
in one nest near Belleville, Ohio.
coming a necessary adjunct to three, four, and live teacher schools
teacher training. The library is one can seldom be adjusted to permit
of the school executive's adminis- any one teacher to take full charge
trative problems. It Is Just as es- of the library collection. This makes
sential for him to know the serv- it requisite for each teacher to know
ices that can be expected of a li- how to perform the fundamental library and how to secure these serv- brary services. In the elementary
ices as to know what his teachers schools it is even more needful for
should be teaching. The teacher teachers to know books and the
finds that the use of books and li- reading interests of children bebraries is an important factor both cause it is in the elementary school
in teaching and in extra-curricular years that habits are formed which
work with the students. They need determine whether the child will be
unobtrusive guidance In their read- a reader or a non-reader when he
ing. To give this, the teacher must reaches adulthood.
know books as well as psychology. Eastern is offering a minor in liThe students must also be trained brary training for teachers and
to get information readily from school administrators. These courses
many books. Young people who are not designed to prepare profesgraduate from those high schools sional librarians but rather to give
that do not teach how to get In- the teacher and the principal the
formation from books other than training needed to serve the pupils
to our Anniversary . . styles and rich
textbooks are at a great disadvan- in the smaller schools where a full
tage in their first year at college. time librarian cannot be employed
fabrics unusual at this price!
Two-thirds of the high schools in and especially in those schools
Kentucky must still be served by where there is neither a librarian
teachers who have only a minor in nor books. The teacher who has
library service, if they are to be studied library service at Eastern
served at all. The same Is true of; will find some way to get books- Into

Fashions
for SPRING

No Need to Pay Fancy Prices
for Style—Shop at Penney'»!
Thanks

1-Piece Models!
JACKET Dresses!
Party" Frocks!

Elective courses enable a student
to prepare for library service in
either the elementary grades or the
high school.
Aside from their value in teaching, these courses have a cultural
and a vocational interest. They help
to develop Independence in the use
of books and libraries; an appreciation of books and. the ability to
Judge them from a critical standpoint. They also develop in the student scholarly habits which carry
over into graduate study and other
adult intellectual pursuits. This Is
evidenced by the department's
growth since its establishment in
the summer of 1930 with an enrollment of twelve students to Its present enrollment of seventy-seven in
the senior college courses.
The freshmen orientation course
in the use of books and libraries
now takes in nearly every incoming
freshman. Eastern was the first college to offer a course of this kind
in the state. The first instruction
was given in 1907. The annual enrollment now numbers over six
hundred.

COLLEGE ORCHESTRA

$4-98
Variety! NewesJ
FASHIONS for
Misses and Women!
Dull Finish CANTON
CREPE—CHIFFON!
Clever PRINTS—Solid
colors with contrasting
Prints I Flattering necklines—three-quarter and
short sleeve styles!
Rose beige, the new
blues, bicentennial tricolors and other best
for Spring shades!

The Eastern symphony orchestra, above, directed! by James E. Van plays in Hiram Brock auditorium that are put on by student players,
Pcursem, head of the department of music, is one of the leading extra- and also makes one or two annual appearances ..before the college ascurricular organizations on the campus. It provides the music for all sembly.

Music Head

Their Extra Quality
Costs You No Morel

Spring
Suits
For the Young
Man of Today!

Extra Pants $5.00
trepan ror a surprise sucn as
you've never known before! Smartness that ordinarily commands dollars more... worsteds, twists and
other excellent fabrics that seem
impossible at the low price ... allaround value that sets the fastest
pace in years and years!

James E. Van Peursem, head of the
department of music here, is also
vice-president of the Kentucky
Association of Music Teachers, and
was invited as a judge in the vocal
contests at the High School Music
Tournament, held on the campus
of the University of Kentucky,
Lexington, during the week-end of
April 7 to 9. Mr. Van Peursem is
vocal Instructor for the men at
Eastern, director of the Men's Glee
Club and director of the college
orchestra.
He Slept On!
Minneapolis, Minn., (AB8)—A
student in North High tempted fortune and reaped misfortune recently. He slept through a study
period—and then he' elept on
through the lunch period. Oh,
deepest tragedy!

ART DEPARTMENT HAS ENJOYED
BETTER TEACHING FACILITIES
The artists at Eastern have been
made happy during the year by the
re-organization of the department.
Much fine, up-to-date equipment
has been bought and two additional
teachers have Joined the force which
now includes Miss Alie Fowler, M.A.
degree, of Peabody, Miss Eleanor
Mebane, also with an M.A. degree
from Peabody, and Miss Maude Gibson.
Two more rooms, which have been
furnished with many plaster reproductions of Greek statuary and reference material sufficient for teaching large classes In all courses of
Art Education have been added.
All the latest art histories and
many technical books have been
placed in the library where the students may do better reference work
than has been possible heretofore.
A large list of leading art magazines
is already In great demand by those
who are required to do much outside preparation.
With all these advantages Eastern can rightfully boast of having
an art department equal to that of
the best teachers colleges m the
United States.
The work has now three major
division is aiming to serve chree purposes In education. These are specialization, cultural improvement,
and the acquirement of technical
skill. In specialization the object Is
to train teachers and supervisors of
art for the schools of Kentucky.
All students who show a real talent
in art are encouraged to major in
the subject with the end in view of
making it a life profession.
The cultural value of courses in
Art Appreciation and Art History
cannot be over-estimated. These
are required by those majoring In
the subject and may be electives for

Sidney Griffith

persons interested in other fields of
work. Then there are a great many
students who desire and need the
technical skill acquired in the study
of Public School Art, though they
may be planning to enter other professions besides teaching.
A knowledge of color, line, form,
and design is needed in many of
our large industrial fields today, and
the man or woman already prepared
will be advanced more rapidly than
those who have had no opportunity
to take up this work.
We welcome you to Eastern and
want you to take up Art.

Sponsor

Sidney R. Griffith, director of the
Eastern band, is a noted musician
in the State. He has been, director
of the band at Eastern since its
formation when it was taken over
by the school from the" Exchange
Club,, of Richmond. Mr. Griffith
also directs the junior section of
the band, which is composed of
students In the Model High School.

Miss Louise Rutledge, Richmond,
has twice been elected sponsor of
the Eastern band. She is a Junior
here, and is one of the leading
co-eds of Eastern's campus.

The Triumph of the Egg
Danville, Va., (ABS)—The oldfashioned egg is .still the most popular breakfast dish among students
at George Washington High School.
Other well-liked morning foods are
grapefruit, cornflakes and milk,
waffles, and toast and coffee, says
The Chatterbox, school paper.
O
Indiana universities are experiencing greater enrollments than
was true a year ago.
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College Chemistry Laboratory

JT

AIMS PHYSICS
DEPARTMENT

Model High Laboratory

Prepares Student to Teach
Subject in High
School
KHORT

COURSE

GIVEN

A. D. Hummell
The department of physics Is attempting to do three things to make
its contribution to the curriculum
f the college as valuable as posible. First, it assumes the responribllity of training students to teach
physics and the part of general
science pertaining to physics In the
high school, by suggesting methods
~f demonstrating many principles
with Inexpensive apparatus and Insisting on a mastery of these principles.
Scccnd, It gives the students who
expect to enter the fields of engineering and medicine the opportunity of satisfying the physics requirements of their profession. The
department also offers a short
ourse of general physics for the
nonucientlfic students who wish a
cultural knowledge of physics and
its many applications to everyday
life. Advanced courses are given to
Introduce the student to the difHere students are shown working in , Roark Hall. Roark Hall is given the scientific laboratories and class- ferent fields of specialization In
rooms
as
well
as
the
mathematics
the college chemistry laboratory, over wholly to science and mathephysics.
whtch is located in the basement of | matics, and in it are located all of class-rooms.

Department of Commerce Gives
Training for Teaehers, Offers
Preparation for Busiitess Work
Eastern has had a Department ofCommerce since 1926. Since its organization the department has
grown rapidly; valuable equipment
has been added from time to time;
the teaching staff has been increased; and new courses have been
added to fill the needs of the student body.
Recently the curricula of the department have been completely
overhauled. At present the department has two curricula leading to
the A.B. degree. One of these is
designed_ to prepare commercial
teachers" for the smaller high schools
where specialization is not practiced
and where one teacher will be required to teach most of the high
school commercial subjects. The
other is designed to prepare high
school teachers of economics, accounting business administration,
The department has at its disposal a large amount or equipment
which makes it possible for students
to have practice in the use of office
devices. This equipment includes
adding machines, typewriters, calculating machines, mimeographs,
dictaphones', addressographs, check
protectors, victrolas, and Burroughs
banking and commercial posting
machines. With this equipment it
is iiossible to provide suc'a experi-

ences as will be found in the business world. Students trained in this
department will have a working
knowledge of the latest office equipment and devices.
Sigma Tau Pi Is an exclusive organization for students of the Department of Commerce. Membership in the organization Is by invitation. The purpose of the organization as stated in its constitution is
(1) to promote a feeling of unity
and good fellowship among its members; (2) to promote the general
welfare of the Department of Commerce; (3) to provide opportunities
for social and educational growth.
The following courses are offered
in the department: Introduction to
Business and Industry, Shorthand,
Business Arithmetic, Principles of
Accountancy, Economic History of
Europe, Principles of Economics,
Penmanship, Typewriting, Business
English, Secretarial Practice, Business Organization, Practical Economic Problems, BankingrAccounting Problems, Salesmanship, Advertising, Methods of Teaching Commercial Subjects, Practice Teaching
in Commerce, Business Law, American Economic History, Bank Accounting, Public Finance, Investments, Advertising Procedure, Marketing.

lar second semester closes.
The subjects as they appear on
the new spring term schedule are
as follows: department of agriculture, under Mr. Carter and Mr.
Gumbert, general agriculture and
market milk, (lecture and laboratory) ; department of art, under
___—_
Mebane, Fowler and Gibson,
Most Complete Schedule Yetj Misses
fundamentals of art (laboratory),
Provided is to be Avail- public school art and art appreciaable at Spring Term
tion; department of biology, under
Miss Krick, nature study; departTotal 4."> Courses
ment of. commerce,- under Mr.
Moore and Mr. Richards, economics
TERM CONCLUDES JUNE 3 and pricinples of economics; department of education, under Miss
With the opening ot->the 1932 Schnieb, Mr. Perrell, Mrs. Tyng and
spring term, Eastern is offering the Mr. Cuff, educational psychology,
largest and most complete schedule teaching in the one and two teacher
that has ever been put before her school, read ng in the elementary
mid-year students.
There arc 45 school, principles of teaching, child
available courses open. for credit, • psychology and educational meascomprising sixteen departments of urements.
In Uie department of English,
work for the nine weeks that began Monday, April 4, and will con- under Miss Ford, Miss Buchanan
tinue until June 3, when the regu- and Mrs. Miller, oral and written
composition (three courses) English literature, play directing and
TRY OUR
the novel; department of foreign
CALIFORNIA DOUBLE language, under Miss Pollitt, legacy
of Greece; department of geography,
THICK
under Mr. Kennamer, geography
and geology of Kentucky; department of health, under Mr. Hughes
and
Mr. McDonough, sanitary
science and first aid; department of
home economics, under Miss Burrier,
Miss Dix and Miss White, source,
"A Meal In A Glass'*
selection and cost of foods, dressmaking, home and social problems
THE CANDY KETTLE
(men), household equipment and
Madison Theatre Bldg.
home nursing.
Phone 9124
In the department of Industrial

NEW COURSES
ARE OFFERED
AT MID-TERM

MALTED MILK
10c

H. M. WHITTINGTON
JEWELER
GIFTS THAT LAST
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Done
Phone 756

Typewriting Room

RICHMOND

The Mimeograph

BAKERY

* m ##

Dancing Lessons

Accounting Room

"77*'

"*■

Prices Reduced
■I

M|

BARBER
25c
25c

Hair Cut
|f Shampoo
■%

.

SHOP

Shampoo Fitch
Tonic

...50c
...15c

■

BEAUTY PARLOR,
Shampoo and Finger Wave
75c
Shampoo and Marcel
.75c
Shampoo, Henna Pack and Finger Wave
$1.25
Permanents
$4,00, $5.00, $6.50
■ ■ ■. \
Full Lin* of Cosmetics

Richmond
Green Houses
JOHN P. REICHSPFARR "
Phone 188 *
Rosedale

STEADY GROWTH IS SHOWN
BY CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT

EASTERN WILL

MARY D. FORMAN CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE

Corsages for Dances at
Reasonable Rates

School was installed In the bullding after the renovation was completed, and modern class-rooms,
laboratories, offices and fixtures
were put In for the convlenence
and benefit of the students attending the secondary training Institution.

ciations. Eastern has been selected
as one of the twenty-five outstanding teachers colleges of the United
States "by the votes of a Jury of By M. J. COX and T. C. HERNDON has added materially to its equipment, making possible more adspecialists In higher education" beA survey of the chemistry departcause the Institution "represents the ment for the past year reveals a vanced analytical procedures.
Additional much needed desk
better practices in education and in .number of achievements which the
space has been provided so that the
the preparation of teachers and of- staff are happy to record.
department now has more than 150
fers work worthy of special study."
The growth of the student per- individual student lockers. A reAt this time, the college is being
surveyed by the staff of the Na- sonnel has not been phenomenal but search table for the use of the staff
tional Survey of the Education of has been steady and sustained. At has been built
One phase of the year's work of
Teachers conducted by the Office of present there are about 180 students
enrolled in the various classes, a which the department is particuEducation at Washington.
number larger than In any previous larly proud is that all the graduates
Revenue Slumps
A new course, Everyday of the department have been placed
It Is too early to predict what ef- year.
Chemistry, dealing with the innufect the shrinkage In our revenue merable applications of chemical in good positions.
Several articles of a professional
will have on the standing of the science to everyday life, has been
college in the accrediting associa- very successful under the able di- nature have been published by the
staff during the past year and
tion. It is not unlikely that our
rating will be Impaired as a stand- rection of Mr. Meredith J. Cox, head others are to be published soon.
Altogether, the department of
ard institution. If we are to be in- of the department. The division of
tellectually honest with the people analytical chemistry, under the di- chemistry has enjoyed a most happy
of Kentucky, colleges cannot afford rection of Mr. Thos. C. Herndon, and prosperous year.
to issue propaganda to induce their
clientele to believe that they can had men and women of great de- gain. The graduates of thee colcontinue to do work of the same votion spend their lives promoting leges go directly back to their comcharacter that they have heretofore her growth. The college stands to- munities and teach the oncoming
done on 40 or 50 per cent more reve- day for what she is because of the generation whatsoever It is to acnue.
faith and loyalty of teachers, board quire in the way of formal educa(Continued from Page 1)
Great educational institutions do members, and students. Her future tion. This intruction is constantly
the institution was admitted to the not spring up as a mushroom in an will be safe so long as it is trusted raising the intellectual level of the
American Association of Teachers evening. They develop slowly and to those who will also serve.
average citizen of the commonColleges and to the Association of at great price. Into them go both
It Is but natural that on our wealth.
Colleges and Secondary Schools of material and human resources, but twenty-fifth anniversary, we should
Before the establishment of northe Southern States, and stands to- the greater of these is the latter. take an inventory and make a mal schools, the average Kentuckian
day without a single deficiency Eastern has been fortunate to have prophecy. With two buildings that did not have more than a fourth or
chalked against her by these asso- while preparing for a vocation are had been given to the state, with a fifth grade education. Today, the
faculty of four or five teachers, and average Kentuckian—according to
with a student body of less than the best figures available—has an
100, the school opened in January, education represented by the com1907. Today the college possesses pletion of at least seven or eight
fifteen buildings, a highly-trained grades. Before the establishment
faculty of seventy-five members and of normal schools, there were less
a student body of approximately than 5,000 boys and girls in the high
1,400 in average dally attendance.
schools In the state. This past year
When a boy I witnessed the de- the high school attendance was 64,struction of a neighbor's ,home by 000. This development could not
fire. As we stood around the last have come had the state no mainsmouldering embers of this fine old tained teachers colleges.
country residence, the owner who
Just as a stream never rises above
had suffered this irreparable loss
turned to my father and said: "On •i source, likewise the intellectua.
that very foundation, I will build level of the people of the common
again a more beautiful home than wealth can never rise above tht,
has Just been destroyed." With the level of the teachers of its children.
! same courage that this stalwart As is the teacher, so will be the
farmer possessed, our faculty is de- school. As Is the school, so will be
termined to build upon the founda- the culture of the people. The
tion we had already laid a greater veachers college is primarily interested in preparing young people to
college at Richmond.
With a reduced faculty, with an share their education with the chilabbreviated curricula, with some de- dren of the state. It Is in this way
partments eliminated, with valuable that these colleges serve all the people in a very direct manner.
Above is the typewriting room of ing instruction in the operation and services discontinued, we shall balance
our
college
budget
and
start
the commerce department at Eas- fundamentals of typewriting.
again over the road we have traveled
tern.
Students are shown receivduring the last ten years to build
more substantially to the end that
the young men and women of the
commonwealth who possess brains
but not much money may have an
institution to which they can turn
and secure the benefits of higher
education. Eastern has always been
a poor man's college and has given
FANCY PASTRIES
thousands an opportunity for intellectual training that they would
ROLLS AND BREAD
never have enjoyed had It not been
Second Street Opp. Courthouse
for the low cost.
PHONE 154
Graduates Serve State
The teachers colleges educate
young men and young women not
wholly for what education may
mean to, them, but that they may
return to every community in Kentucky and share with the people of
MRS. T. B. COLLINS
| the state what they attained In college.
Phone 794
If the Intellectual level of the 126 N. Second St,
average citizen of Kentucky is to be
raised, this deveopment will depend
upon placing In the school.oom a
teacher of culture, scholarship and
DR. T. J. TURLEY
Above students are receiving In-1 graph machine, a feature of the teaching ability. No institution can 4,
structlon in the use of the mimeo-1 work in the commerce department. dp so much to promote the general
DENTIST
' culture of the people as the teachers
colleges, because their students, Masonic Building
Phone 200
imbued with a passion for service
rather than motivated by personal

arts, under Mrs. Hume, handwork
for elementary grades; department
of library science, under Miss Davles, library methods; department of
mathematics, under Mrs. Caldwell,
Miss Hansen and Mr. Engle, college
algebra, arithmetic for primary
grades, arithmetic for rural schools;
department of music, under Mr.
Van Peursem and Miss Campbell,
music for rural schools and music
appreciation; department of physical education, under Mr. Portwood
Miss Hood and Mr. Hembree, four
courses in recreational activities for
men and women respectively, and
plays and games.
In the department of physics,
under Mr. Hummell, introduction to
physics; department of social science, under Mr. Keith, Mr. Dorris,
Mrs. Jones, Mr. Adams, and Miss
Pollitt. two courses in American history, two courses In European history, Medieval history and legacy
of Greece.

CUT FLOWERS AND BLOOMING
PLANTS

Our Special—

The above picture is of the newly
furnished general science laboratory
in the Model High School, located
in the University building on this
campus. Last year about $25,000
was expected in renovating the
building, which formerly was a part
of old Central University and was
built In 1837. The Model High

Sanitary Beauty & Barber Shop
This is a picture of the accounting the department of commerce carries
room, located in the basement of on Its work.
• .
the Administration building, where

On Main Opposite Courthouse

:

Phone 10*
^
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EASTERN VARSITY CAGERS 1931-32

FRESHMAN CAGE SQUAD 1931-32

With Coach
(Turkey) I Maroons finished their 1931-32 sea- A. O. event this year at Winchester.
Hughes and Manager Oaines may son with a record of 14 wins and 8 Members of the squad are O. Adams,
be seen one of the best varsity bas- losses, including tournament play Dowell, Daniel, Melton (Capt.)
Spurlock, B. Adams, L. Hale, H.
ketball delegations ever to wear at Winchester and Jackson, Miss. Hale. Z. Hale, Peeback, Madden and
the Maroon uniforms. The Big They were runners-up In the K. I.|Hord..

Eastern Will Re
Strong on Diamond

Under the coaching of "Al" Port- ies and 5 defeats. Members of the Dykes, and Cornett. With the
wood, the freshman cage squad
,shown above played a season or squad are Drew, Barrett, Hill, Rob- squad are shown Coach Portwood
erts, Carter, Hale, Meadows, Clark, and Manager Games.
E5TU
Green, Tlerney, Robbins, Adams,

L. A E. BASEBALL NOTES
The Leeds and Edwards Clothiers
beat the Ideal Restaurant nine in
the seasons opener to the tune of
8 to 5. Frith of the Clothiers and
Stewart of the Ideal nine hit home
runs.
"Pepper" Hahn, who plays
for the Clothiers, signed his contract just before the game and then
proceeded to show the fans how a
high class short-stop should act.
Errors were numerous as was to be
expected in such an early game.
Bill David Young and "Plunger"
Young played best for the winners
while Stewart and Tommle Fan-is
were cavorting around for the
losers. The batteries for the game
were as follows: Leeds and Edwards: Brock and Frith, Hamblln;
Ideal Restaurant: Stewart and
Fanls.

When Coach Turkey Hughes calls
his 1932 baseball candidates together he should be greeted by a group
of experienced men
Prospects are very bright for a
winning aggregation, if the return
of veterans and the advent of freshmen stars mean a great deal.
Eversole, Guy, moore and Elliston last year's pitching staff, will
remain intact and will be augmented by the coming up from freshman ranks of Red Phillips, southpaw sensation, from Junction City.
This fork-fisted youngster seems to
have the stuff and should be a consistent winner.
Behind the plate. Ben Hord will
be back (but he is sure of a fight
for his position from Ethington, last
year's freshman receiver.
In the infield Pewee Parsons at
first looks good to hold down the
position he so capably filled last
year. At short, Tudor, last year's
occupant, will be back. The loss of
Wesley and Waldrop at second and Brains, the editorial staff of the
third will be keenly felt, but there De Paul University yearboot assertwill be several men anxious to fill ed, are far more important than
their shoes.
beauty, especially
for a college stuIn the outer garden, Abrlght will dent.
'F
be back and Elllston, Phillips and
For that reason it has been conGuy are all good fly chasers when sidered mor appropriate to honor
they are not laboring In the box.
student leaders than pretty co-eds
O
In the De Paulian this year. In the
A new physics laboratory, costing place of the regular campus beauty
$225,000, has been opened at Mount section in the De Paul annual, there
Holyoke College, the first unit of a will be substituted a section given
new physics-chemistry laboratory, over to pictures and write-ups of
which will eventually replace Shat- five students distinguished for
tuck Hall, now occupied by both de- achievements in scholarships, athpartments.
letes, social activities and campus
O
activities. In doing this, the De
The seventh annual meeting of Paul staff is laying tradition enthe National Association of Basket- tirely aside.
O
ball Coaches was held in Chicago
April 1 and 2.
Patronize the Progress advertisers.
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RURAL EDUCATION AT EASTERN
EMPHASIZES PRACTICAL VALUES
TRAINS TEACHER TO MEET TASK
By EMMA Y. CASE
furnish the program.
The topics
Practically every state In the Un- assigned each speaker are "followion has recognized the handicaps up" topics on the same theme disand short-comings of the rural cussed by the visiting speakers. A
school.
Unfortunately, Kentucky social hour is enjoyed each time the
Is listed among those states that are club meets.
facing a most serious situation.
4. It is the practice of those stuCircumstances have made consoli- dents enrolled in courses leading to
dation impossible in many sections a degree with a major in rural eduof the state.
Consequently, thou- cation to furnish a public program
sands of one-teachers schools have of two or three consecutive evenings
been maintained.
each semester.
A bibliography is
No wonder the rural school has furnished students who are to take
been too vividly characterized as "a part on this program. Last semeslittle house on a little piece of ter a program of this type was given
ground with a little equipment by members of the class In "Fundawhere a little teacher for a little mentals of Rural Education". Topwhile at a little salary teaches little ics discussed were: The Rural
children little things, and that it is School Library, Recess Periods,
located In a little district with little Equipment for Rural .Schools, The
assessed valuation where a people Hot Lunch, Seat Work and Direcwith a little vision do little for ted Study, Health Conditions, and
themselves and their little children." Attendance. This semester a simThe seriousness of the above ilar program is to be given by the
humorous quotation has been ap- class< in Rural School Supervision.
preciated by Eastern, and her whole
A project that is now being planhearted belief In giving the country ned for the late spring Is to give
•children a chance is being demon- prospective rural teachers some
strated in many respects. A few practical experience in community
of those measures that have more activities.
This project Is to be
thoroughly functioned are:
sponsored by TJK Rural Life Club.
1. The organization of courses This activity will be carried on at
particularly adapted to the teaching the rural demonstration school.
in one and two-teacher schools.
Patrons of the school will be exten2. The erecting of a one-teacher ded invitations.
Topics of partidemonstration school on the col- cular interest to rural school patlege farm adjoining the campus. rons will be discussed by the colThis school is in charge of an ex- lege students. In addition to these
perienced, well trained teacher. On' discussions the children enrolled in
an average of once each week stu- the school will render a program
dents enrolled In the above men- demonstrating some of the intertioned courses visit the school and esting features of their class activobserve the organization and In- ities and club work.
*
struction. Such work as educationWe realize at Eastern that we
al seat activities and reading charts have merely touched the tremenare prepared by the students and dous problem of Improving rural
taken to the demonstration school. schools in Kentucky. Until longer
At the regular visiting period stu- school terms and teachers with two
dents observe the use that is made or more years of college training
of such materials. .
are furnished every child, regardS. The Coates Rural Life Club. less of the remote section in which
Students who are majoring or min- he lives, our efforts and those ef
oring In rural education are eligible our sister teacher-training: Institufor membership in this club. Once tions are destined to fall short of
each month a prominent man or the goal.
woman who has achieved success in
However, our optimism leads up
the field of rural education is In- to believe there are brighter, better
vited to address the club.
The days ahead for Kentucky's rural
subjects of these addresses are se- childhood. The realization of this
lected by a committee. ^
dream Is a challenge to the master
At the next meeting, two weeks minds of the arts teachers of today
hence, various members of the club and tomorrow.
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Rural Life Club
Hears Dr. Ferrell
The Coates Rural Life Club hejd
a regular meeting Monday night,
April 4, In the University building.
About two-thirds of the membership attended the meeting.
D. T. Ferrell, co-sponsor of the
club and Instructor in education
here, spoke to the members on "My

AV^

Philosophy of Rural Education".
Mr. Ferrell emphasised the fact
that one of the outstanding problems of the rural teacher of today
Is to be able to meet the present
situation with such adjustments as
will not reduce a teacher's efficiency.
After the addreses, the members
of the Club went to the play-room
to spend the remalndeer of the
meeting period In playing games
and competing In various contests.
O
Patronize the Progress advertisers.

DECISION

AFFAIRS

Some 200 spectators witnessed a
program of exhibition bouts last
night at the Weaver gymnasium at
Eastern Kentucky State Teachers
College and roundly applauded the
efforts of the amateur boxers as
they went through their paces.
The bouts were fought with heavy
gloves, consequently little damage
other tha na few bloody noses, was
done. The bouts were of two and
three rounds. Al Portwood, boxing
instructor, was the third man in the
ring for all bouts.
Frankie Rose, Eastern student
who is making his way through
school by fighting preliminaries and
semi-finals ■ in Cincinnati boxing
shows, took part lrftwo two-j-ound
bouts. In the first he met Dykes,
and in the second took on J. D.
West, easily outpointing each of
them.
From a standpoint of action, the
kid bouts were the best. In one of
these Jack Floyd met Baker and in
the other Wilson met Eugene Wiggins. The youngsters showed considerably more willingness to "mix
it" than did the college boys.
All bouts were no decision affairs.
The matches not previously mentioned brought together Wlnburn
and Isaacs, Zelda Hale and Meadors, Brock and Gibson, Marshall
and Hall, Herman Hale and Jack
Bayer, Wyatt and Wilder, Flannery
and Wooten, and Ethington and
Rupard.
O
They Were Shooed in
Highland Park, Mich. (ABS)—
Students of Highland Park High
School recently used old pairs of
shoes for admission to a high
school movie. When the "gate" Was
counted, 1500 pairs of shoes had
been collected. These went as contributlon to the Community Chest.

EASTERN GRID SQUAD FOR 1931

Emille Verne Wiggins, member of
the Model High Home Economics
Club, won a free trip to Louisville,
to attend the student club division
of the* Home Economics Association
which meets while K. E. A. is in
session there.
Miss Wiggins passed the scholarship test In home economics which
was given to members of the Model
High club last week. She recognized
a total of 135 points out of a possible score of 158 points on the test.
The trip which Miss Wiggins will
take Is sponsored by the Louisville
and Nashville railroad system It is
giving both free passage and spending money to the girls of the state
who win highest honors in home
economics scholarship tests in each
county.
Only clubs afflllatd with the
American Home Economics Association were eligble to participate In
the tests, however.
O
Yale University has eliminated
the Latin and Greek requirements
for the bachelor of arts degree.

SPORT
SANDALS
NEW!
DAINTY!
COLORFUL!
Prince of Wales Ties or TStraps, low heels or medium
heels, in White, Shell Pink,
Spring Green, Canary Yellow
and Robin's Egg Blue.
Wear them for street, for
school, for sport—always useful,
ilways ornamental.

Sport Sandals
Low Heel Styles

$1.25
Medium

Heel

Styles

$1.75
See Them In Our Windows

NOVELTY MESH HOSE
Perfect companions to
The Sport Sandals

.00 to $1.65

Above is shown the varsity grid
team for the past season in the fall
of 1931. Coach C. T. Hughes Is
shown In the back row, middle, and
Manager Bennett can be seen to the

extreme right. Members of the
squad are: front row, Burnett, Vest,
Merenbloom, Ellson. Osborn, Cosby,
Chad well and Adams; second row,
Easton, Dowell, Todd, Canfield

(Capt), Rupard, Jackson, Oalnees,
Keith; back row standing, DeWltt,
Guy, Melton, Carrithers, Feeback,
Ethington, Hord, Parsons, Moberly.

.Meet Your
Friends

Stanifers
Main at Second St.
Richmond,

Kentucky.

COME TO

Perry's Drug Store
THE REXALL STORE
for

>

i

at K.E.A. Headquarters

Brown Hotel

Tasty Sandwiches, Soda Fountain Specials, Sheaffer
Fountain Pens, Stationery, Hollingsworth Candies,
Dorothy Gray, Cora Nome and Elizabeth Arden Toilet
Articles.
"•«..
T
We Cash Checks and Wrap Parcels for you with a Smile
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GREAT FUTURE
FOR MANKIND
PREDICTION
Grandson of Founder of College Speaker at Founders
Day Ceremonies; Tribute
Paid John G. Fee

AUDITORIUM STAGE

CLUB SEES MOVIE
At the meeting of the Home
Economics Club, Thursday night,
April 7, in the Hiram Brock auditorium, the members were shown
the instructive moving picture,
"Mallison's Silk Way in New York,"
under the sponsorship of Miss
Ruth Dix. The movie pictured the
processes whereby silk is made Into
marketable cloth.
In the business session after the
show it was decided that the club
would agree to serve luncheons to
the delegates of the K. I. P. A. convention, which will be held at Eastern this spring.' An outing was
planned or all members for April
11, from 5 to 7:30 P. M.
At the next meeting, April 31,
new members of the club will be
initiated.

EQUALIZATION
DEBT TEST UP
Plan Suit to Require Auditor
Issue State Warrants to
Pay Teachers
SUM

BEREA, April 13—The grandson
of a famous abolitionist, who built
the first Berea College 90 years ago,
took the stage last Thursday at
the Founders' day meeting of the
present college, ,sun£eyed the past
and predicted a great future for
mankind if its knowledge is properly
directed.
The speaker was Edwin R. Embree, president of the Julius Rosenwald Fund of Chicago. His grandfather, John G. Fee, established
Berea College In 1842 as a monument to the principle that "all men
Survey on to Determine Acshould be free and equal."
tual Information in
"Man," Mr. Embree said, "has
made his spectacular progress by
Hands of Average
ideas,' which have not only transformed physical forces, but it is thru
NOT IN IT
them that he has governed his own EASTERN
life and set up his own constitution."
_
It will soon be determined Just
Fee Abolition Pioneer
how much the average college soph- The above picture is of the stage in stage scenery and settings. The tures is also provided. The audi"The further development of the omore in the United States actu- Hiram Brock auditorium.
It is curtains and draperies are of hand- torium to the front of the stage has
social and physiological sciences is ally knows. Also, it will be found 40x30
feet, fully equipped with the some silk plush. A fully equipped a seating capacity of 2,000. '
the greatest task before mankind. out if he Is all that freshmen are most modern devices for handling projection room for motion picOur control of physical forces is al- led to believe he Is.
most complete. But this knowledge Originating in the University of
badly directed may destroy us. If Minnesota, a nation-wide testing rather than by any desire to get
we can understand ourselves and program will be put on in all of the Harris back into the university," the
control our social order, we may leading colleges and universities this lawyer said.
Harris, whose editorials have
bring Into being a world as much spring. The tests are to be adminfiner than the present one as man's istered to college sophomores, and aroused bitter controversies, was exworld Is above that of the primitive they will be on the lines of regular pelled after he attacked the food
Jungle."
No more advertising matter will
intelligence tests, such as those and management at John Jay hall
Mr. Emoree declared his grand- given college entrants, with the ex- dining room. A protest strike of
be
permitted to be placed on the
father's life was a striking instance ception that these tests will b rep- students Wednesday caused a riot.
of the force of a single Idea. John resentative of colleeg work and gen- Arthur J. Lelyveld has been named Labor College Students, Ejec- band stand in the courthouse yard,
Fee, born in Kentucky and son of eral information about current top- editor to succeed Harris.
ted from State, Await It was announced today. An order
slave holders, became obsessed with ics and events with which the colwas entered by the Madison county
Further Word From
the idea of abolition. Although he lege sophomore should be acquaintfiscal court at a recent meeting prowas a minister and a teacher, he ed. Sophomores were chosen as subLiberties Union
hibiting such advertising. Advertiswas turned out of his home for his jects for the tests because they were
ing of civic movements, such as Red
ideas and was never allowed to en- considered better representatives of
STILL
IN TENNESSEE 'Cross and hospital drives and meetter it again
college life in this country than upings of general benefit and worth,
He was ostracized from all re- per classmen.
may be advertised on the band stand
KNOXVTLLE, Tenn., April 12
spectable society, Mr. Embree said, The tests are a part of a project
and mobbed 22 times, twice being In research taken under the auspices Commission to Study Educa- —Lucien Koch, leader of the-Com- by first obtaining permission from
County Judge John D. Goodloe.
left for dead by his persecutors. But, of the American Council of Educational Needs of State monwealth College delegation ejected from Kentucky, said, today he
undaunted, he continued to fight tion. According to Dr. J. B. JohnNamed by Governor
and lived to see slavery abolished. son of the University of Minnesota,
was certain the group would decide
before nightfall on their future
chairman of the advisory committee
FRANKFORT, Ky., April 9
plans.
,/
on college testing, the survey will
They are awaiting another telehelp to meet the needs of the indi- Appointment of an educational comvidual students and to throw a light mission to study Kentucky educa- gram from the American Civil Libon problems of curricula and admin- tional neeos was made by Governor erties Union at'New York, in which
istration in higher educational insti- Laffoon today under authority of a they expect final advice on the poslaw passed by the 1932 legislature. sibility of federal action to force
tutions.
James H. Richmond, state super- protected entry into the Kentucky
The
survey
is
more
or
less
of
an
Baccalaureate Sermon at
intendent of public Instruction, who mine area.
outgrowth
of
a
series
of
tests
given
Eastern to be Preached to students in more than 40 colleges sponsored the project, was named
Maybe Go Back Home
chairman of the commission in
by Dr. Carpenter
and universities in Pennsylvania, in as
Failing
In this, the group probbill. The members appointed by
which the college seniors scored only the
ably will return to Arkansas, dethe
governor
are:
60 TO GET DEGREES a little higher than the freshmen in Dr. Frank L. McVey, president of livering addresses along the way on
English, history, mathematics, gen- the University of Kentucky; Dr. H. their experiences in Kentucky, dureral science, foreign literature and H. Cherry, Bowling Green, presi- ing which they allegedly were beatCommencement week programs at fine arts.
of Western Kentucky Teachers en by vigilantes. "We cannot reEastern Kentucky State Teachers Eastern was to take part In the dent
College;
County School Superin- main here too long," Koch said.
College will be all-Kentucky cere- testing survey this spring. Dr. Don- tendent Harry
The party, announcing Its memPeters, Hopklnsville;
monies insofar as the speakers of ovan announced the program to the City School Superintendent
bers had been whipped and put out
J.
W.
the various occasions are concerned. sophomores here before one of the Bradner, Middlesboro; former U. 8. of Harlan county, Kentucky, by vigDr. H L. Donovan today announced regular meetings of the class last Senator Ben Williams, Catlettsburg; ilantes, came here Sunday to await
the preliminary plans for the com- fall. In the announcement he told W. J. Webb, Mayfield, attorney; advice from the American Civil Libmencement week program.
them what to prepare for, and Yancey Altsheler, Louisville, whole- erties Union on obtaining legal proDr. Homer E. Carpenter, pastor of about what to expect on the. tests. sale grocer and -University of Lou- tection to re-enter the coal fields.
the First Christian church of Louis- He was anxious for the sophomores isville trustee, and Mrs. James G. Koch, who said he was scheduled
ville and formerly pastor of the First of Eastern to make a high record Sheehan, Danyille, president of the to start a lecture tour later in the
Christian church of Richmond, will among those of some of our larger Kentucky Congress of Parents and month, remarked, "I doubt if we
deliver the baccalaureate address on colleges. Eastern had been chosen Teachers.
will be here the rest of the week."
"I am highly gratified with tht He said his party could not spend
Sunday, May 29. Dr. Carpenter as one of the schools to which the
yesterday accepted Dr. Donovan's testing program should be extended, personnel of this commission and much more time away from school.
Invitation to deliver the baccalau- since last year the college was se- desire to congratulate the governor Other members are Harold Coy, inlected as one of the 25 leading on his appointments," said Super- structor; Sam Sandberg, Isaac
reate.
Dr. Frank LeRond McVey, presi- teachers training Institutions In intendent Richmond when informed Greenberg and Leo Gruliow, student of the University of Kentucky, America. However, Dr. Donovan the commission had been selected. dents.
will deliver the commencement ad- announced Friday that Eastern has •"'This commission will not cost
Advise with Dr. Neal
state a dime," he said. He. exdress. Dr. McVey was invited to de- regrettably resigned from participa- the
They
have not -revealed the conplained
that
the
costs
of
the
study
liver this address and accepted some tion in the survey, since her econo^ would be taken care of by educa- tents of telegrams interchanged with
my
program,
which
has
been
weeks ago.
agencies Interested in the the Civil Liberties Union. New York
Detailed plans of other commence- brought on as a forced measure' by tional
headquarters of the union, however,
project
the
state,
will
not
permit
the
exment week activities will be anemergency measure passed by announced their suggestion was
nounced within a few days. A class penditure of funds to secure the theThelegislature
and signed by the that some federal action be taken,
of 60 candidates for degrees is In services of the tests.
governor provided for the appoint- but told the students to follow the
O
:—
prospect for the spring commencement of four educators and four advice of Dr., John R. Neal, Knoxment, with a much larger number
laymen on the commission with the ville attorney; who Is their host
number scheduled to receive standstate superintendent as chairman. here. -»*^
ard certificates signifying two years
Mr. Richmond pointed out the govThe quintet yesterday identified a
of teacher-training.
ernor's appointments gave reprephoto of Lee Fleenor,
O
sentation to the state university, the newspaper
county deputy sheriff, as
We've All Had It Sometime
teacher training schools, the county Harlan
that of one of the men in the party
Cottonwood Falls, Kan. (ABS)—
schools and the city schools.
The Optimist of Cottonwood Falls Pineville University Club to Under the law it is the duty of they said whipped them Sunday.
High confesses that many of its
Send Peanuts, Ask
the commission to direct a study Fleenor denied any part in the
readers have fallen victim to chugof public education in Kentucky whipping, and declared he was in
Investigation
ummia, a disease which, In its final
and report its findings to the gov- Tennessee from Friday to Monday.
"Whoever did it, I don't blame
stages, finds its subjects rapidly
ernor and at the opening of the
working the lower Jaw. Only teach- TELEGRAM
IS
SENT next regular session of the legisla- them, but I was not with them,"
ers can cure this aliment, the Optiture with recommendations of such Fleenor said.
mist says.
PINEVILLE, Ky„ April t>
—A measures and such revision of the The students sent telegrams last
O
bag of peanuts, a congressional in- school code as may be found neces- night to Senators Alben W. BarkClub Members Best Students
vestigation, and a truck load of food sary for Increasing the efficiency ley, of Kentucky, and Joseph T.
Saginaw, Mich. (ABS)—Do school and clothing to help the students and equalizing the benefits of pub- Robinson, of Arkansas, asking them
activities detract from a student's who went on strike at Columbia lic education throughout the state. to do everything'possible to rectify
class work? Not at Arthur Hill University is offered by the Pinethe coal field situation.
O
High School here, where club mem- ville university club.
bers rate .82 of a point higher scho- The Pineville .university club,
DENY WERE MOLESTED
lastically tthan boys and girls not which,
after
considerable
debate
as
ANDERSON,
Ind„ April 12
engaged in extra-curricular activi- to how to greet their recent visitors,
Two faculty members and three stuties.
decided to take no official action,
dents of Anderson College, back
announced today It had sent a telefrom a vacation trip which included
gram offering aid to Rob Hall, one
a visit to Harlan county, Kentucky,
of
*ti the strikers. He was spokesman Twenty-fifth Anniversary
said today they were not molested
TOT the students who were barred
when they entered the coal mining
Eastern Will Pass
from their investigation of the coal
district Anderson College is conUnobserved
fields here.
ducted under the auspices of the
The telegram said:
Church of God.
"University club demands right to ECONOMY NECESSITATES
O
bring food to starving Columbia stuGO ON AND STRIKE!
dents. Will leave with truck food
1.98
Smart Furry
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.. April 12
and clothing for striking, starving As a part of the necessary pro,—Chairman
W.
E.
Keith,
of
the
gram
of
economy
and
retrenchShort
Jackets.
students and demand protection.
board of education, anWe demand congressional Investiga- ment. Eastern Kentucky State Hopklnsville
Teachers College will forego Its nounced today that student strikes
tion
into
conditions
there,
where
»
•
action would not force the
free speech, free press, constitution- plans for a celebration of the 25th or other
to change its decision not to
See the Values In
al rights abrogated. Sending hun- anniversary of Its establishment, a board
a holiday during the K. E.
dred pound bag peanuts for emer- faculty committee decided recently. grant
gency relief cases, more to follow. It had previously been planned to A. sessions In Louisville.
O
hold a two-day celebration on May
Advise.
6 and '7 with a pagaent depleting PRICES OF PERMANENTS
the history and progress df the InTO SUE UNIVERSITY
GREATLY REDUCED
NEW YORK April 8 iJP)— Reed stitution. Included to the plan were
at the
4
some
special
musical
programs,
Harris, expelled student-editor of
SANITARY
BEAUTY
several
prominent
speakers
both
the Columbia -University Spectator,
from Kentucky and other states.
SHOPPE
plans to sue the institution. •
The suit, la the nature of a' test "Considerable cost would have
PHONE 1«S
REGULAR MEALS
of the. right of the universities to been attached to the program," Dr.
expel students, will demand about Donovan said," and In view of the
PLATE LUNCHES
$100,000. Attorney Raymond L. Wise financial condition of the state and IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL
said the figure would be approxi- its educational institutions the comSAN1
mately that sum. In announcing the mittee thought it wiser not to WIND=BLOWN-BOBS .. 36c
2nd at Main
suit last night.
i
* recommend the spending of' any
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
"We, are motivated by the princi- sum for an anniversary celebra- GLYNDON BARBER SHOP
pie of the freedom of the press tlon.

HOW MUCH DO
SOPHS KNOW?

NOT CERTAIN
YET WHETHER
TO TRY AGAIN

EDUCATIONAL
SURVEY BOARD

No More Signs
On Band, Stand

NEXT YEAR

CUT

FRANKFORT, Ky., April 7—
At the request of James H. Richmond, state superintendent of public Instruction, the attorney general's department today was preparing a suit to be filed in Franklin
circuit court against Auditor J. Dan
Talbott seeking to compel him to
issue state warrants to cover a requisition of $790,942.94 {or equalization of school teachers' salaries.
In announcing the 'petition would
be filed today or tomorrow Superintendent Richmond said the auditor "welcomed" the suit and had indicated he desired a court decision
on the question of whether he was
compelled by law to Issue warrants.
Richmond made requisition on the
auditor January. 27Jor $782,576.20 to
cover payments under the equalization fund law to 43 county school
districts and $8,366.74 to ten graded
school districts. Talbott held up the
requisition on the ground there were
no available funds. In the treasury.
» The school teachers' equalization
fund act, passed by the 1930 legislature, was designed to give school
teachers in the poorer counties of
the state a minimum salary of $75
a month. The law required that
school districts had to levy the full
amount of tax allowed by law before they would be eligible to receive equalization money.
The law provided for distribution
of a maximum of $1,250,000 a year.
Appropriations under the equalization fund law were reduced to
$150,000 for 1933 and to $200,000 for
1934 by Governor Laffoon when he
scaled down Items In the budget
bill.

O
So the Poor Boys Cooked None
Pueblo, Colo. (ABS)—Although
nineteen senior boys at Centennial
High School here recently elected
to take cooking, permission to make
the course coeducational was declined because of crowding.

GRADUATES TO
HEARM'VEY

We're Proposing to You

to accept our invitation to inspect
a phenomonal Coat purchase just
made.

AID STUDENTS
WHO STRUCK

PRICED in the Following Groups

$5.95 Value COATS
$7.98 Value COATS

DROP PUNS
TO CELEBRATE

cNew

Central
Cafe

$9.98 Value COATS
$15.00 Value COATS.

$25 00 vai«e COATS $ 12^8
Spring
Suits.

I£J8

Our Show Window*

A Good Place
to Eat

K

Elks' Building
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WEAVER HEALTH BUILDING

Basketball Rule
Changes Pondered

Kf'.y^k.

AESTHETIC DANCING
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The new Weaver Health building, i i's one of the finest of Its kind In
dedicated on Eastern's campus in I the United States, and it contains
the fall of 1931, Is named for Char- every modern appliance for use in
les P. Weaver, Ashland, member of physical training. It was conthe board of regents. The building structedj.at a cost of over $200,000,

and it houses the department of
physical education, quarters of the
campus physician and a number of
modern class rooms.

those having the program in charge
Is to render as good and complete a
service to the students as possible.
O
They See What"s Said
Colorida Springs, Colo., (ABS)—
Physical competition Is part of the
lip-reading course of instruction In
the school here, according to The
Inspection is also made of beds, Lever. One game requires that the
rooms, toilets, etc.. In the dormi- answer to the teacher's question,
tories.
J asked without sound, be put on the
Early cases of tuberculosis are board as soon as possible, and wild
discovered and such students nelped dashes result.
O
to sanatorium care, and where this
is not possible, advice given as to Athletes Back "No Smoking:" Drive
care at home. Needless to say these Chicago, 111., (ABO—letter men
cases, and others of contagious of Austin High school have undernature where the health of other taken to furnish reminders where
students is endangered, must leave needed that "no one smokes within
college at once. Wasserman and a block of Austin High." The Varother blood tests sputum and sity "A" council, representing 80
urlnalysis are made. The desire of athletes, will deal with offenders.

MEDICAL SERVICE IS GIVEN
STUDENTS AT EASTERN: NURSE
AND PHYSICIAN WATCH HEALTH
By DR. JACOB D. FARRIS
The aim of Health Education at
Eastern is twofold: to teach personal health that the individual
student may at all times feel physically fit to do the greatest amount
of work In the most acceptable way,
and to teach community health that
the childhood and the entire citizenship of the section of the commonwealth she serves may be improved
and kept at a high level. To this
end courses in health are offered
each semester by several members
of the staff. Many of these courses
are required of those majoring in
certain fields, and. practically every
student takes one or more of them.
A student health service is a vital
part of the health program. A .physician and registered nurse are on
call for the student needs at any
time.
Students are not only Invited to avail themselves of this service, but are urged to report at
once any Illness of any nature.
That they do this Is fairly well
proved by the fact that 11,469 such
calls were recorded during the past
school year.
The physician lives on the college
campus so as to be within easy call.
He understands something of the
problems of teaching and teacher
training, having taken his M. A.
degree in School Administration
and taught ten years before receiving the degree of Doctor of Medicine. The graduate nurse resides
in one of the dormitories for women where there are also hospital
rooms equipped for taking care of
students who must be isolated.
There Is a similar arrangement In
the dormitory for men.
During the four years that the
present program has been in operation there have been Isolated cases
of diphtheria, scarlet fever, measlees, mumps, chicken-pox, pneumonia and Influenza, but at no time
has there been an epidemic. Studenets requiring emergencies such
as appendicitis operation are taken
care of in the municipal hospital.
.While curative medicine Is not
neglected as evidenced by the number of calls to the Health Service,
greater emphasis is placed upon
preventive medicine. To this end
the importance of a periodic complete physical examination Is
stressed. However, this Is not compulsory, because with the present
staff, it is impossible considering
the number of students In attendance. Emphasis is placed upon taking care of the most trifling wound;
of seeking advice immediately upon
becoming HI; of being Immunized
against contagious diseases.
The Training School of twelve
grades and the Model Rural School
in connection with the college come
in for a share in the health program. All of the children in these
schools are examined by the college physician once each year, and
a Blue Ribbon Health Campaign
outlined by the State Board of
Health, Is conducted each year.
The parents of the children are
notified of the defects found upon
examination and are urged to have
them corrected.
The teachers,
parents, children all cooperated trying to correct these defects. The
dentists of the city very generously
give their services in examining the
teeth and the defects found are
cared for as mentioned above. Children of these schools who are Injured at play or become 111 may be
brought to the college physician for
emergency treatment.
"*As a part of the health program
inspection is made of the kitchen,
bakery, refrigerators, garbage disposal, and the screening of the college cafeteria" "of "the couege"dairy
and the handling of the milk, etc.

CHICAGO, April 2
—Members
of the National Association of Basketball Coaches today had for consideration a list of more or less radical suggestions for changes In rules
at the final session of their annual
meeting.
Along with a proposal to establish
uniform interpretation of the rules,
six ' important suggestions for revisions were up for discussion and
decision. All the proposed changes
centered about an attempt to speed
the game up and eliminate stalling.
They were:
I—To limit the dribble In back
court to one bounce.
2—Empower the referee to penalize a team which fails to advance
in an attempt to break up stalling
by an opponent.
3—Make all foul shots at the end
of the half and the end of the game.
Also to "cancel" foul shots and permit the team having a balance to
shoot.
4—Limit the time a player may
retain the ball after taking it off
the backboard, before advancing
past the middle of the floor.
5—Call a "Jump ball" after a player has held the ball five seconds,
regardless of whether he is closely
guarded.
6—Eliminate the tip-off, putting
the ball in play from out of bounds.
All except the tip-off elimination
suggestion are new.
o
Away With Caps and Gowns
Seattle, Wash., (ABS)—A movement to substitute overalls and
gingham dresses for the conventional caps and gowns at commencement is gaining strength among
students at West Seattle High
School here. "At last, a sensible,
economical idea!" the seniors are
quoted as saying.

EASTERN INDORSES HEALTH
INSTRUCTION, EMPHASIS IS
PUT ON PHYSICAL CULTURE
By THOMAS E. McDONOUGH
The administration of Eastern believes that health and physical education have certain definite purposes to fulfill as a part of any
school's curriculum.
Health is the primary objective of
education, and it includes three
closely correlated programs. The
first of these is health protection,
which pertains to hygienic environment, health examination, control
of disease, accident prevention and
mental hygiene. These are the
things which are done for the Individual. The second Is health In-

PHYSICAL
EDUCATION FACULTY
\

struction thru the inculcation of
health habits and information, concerning safety, sanitation, physiology and social hygiene. These are
the things which the individual
does himself. The third program Is
health development thru large muscle activity.
Physical eduction is a method of
education which serves three objectives. The first of these Is to develop organic and nervous vigor and
stability by the promotion of large
muscle activities. In these respects,
health and physical education overlap. The second objective is to develop social efficiency, including
courage, initiative, perserverance,
self-control, fair play, cooperation,
and loyalty, and all of those qualities which tend to adjust the individual to his environment. The
third objective Is cultural development, including appreciation of
physical laws, human nature,
achievement, rhythm and music.
Eastern has based her program
upon these principles, and offers a
repertoire of activities which not
only serve the strong, but the weak
as well. Activity for all Is required
and encouraged. These activities not
only reach the present needs of students for organic development and
recreation, but also future needs in
the promotion of worthy use of
leisure time. The training of teachers in the technique and skills of
physical education is a most important part of the program here.
Ample facilities in the way of
athletic fields and the Weaver
Health building have been generously afforded Eastern in order
that she may administer the needs
for this extensive program of health
education.
directs lines of work in clothing, nutrition, nimic management, Interior
decora iio n, family relationships and
child cure. Boys' and . girls' club
work is often under the direction of
the Home Demonstration Agent.
To some It may seem that the Home
Demonstration Agent is a versatile
person. Her Job is comparable to
tnat of the class-room leacher, for
truly she is a teacher of both parent
and child.

The above plate shows the faculty
of the department of physical education at Eastern, with a picture of
President H. L. Donovan as the
representative head of all departHERE'S TO EASTERN
To Eastern's door, we come with Joy,
To get an education;
To study hard we must employ
Our brains with great elation.
The staff is great, if I may state.
They like to see us working,
And if we do, we'll find it true
That there's no time for shirking.
The climate's grand. Just take your
stand
With Eastern's hall of learning,
And if you do, I say to you,
You'll keep right on returning.
The poets state (there's no debate),
To strive, to seek, to find."
You'll find it here
Throughout the year,
So Eastern keep in mind,
—Anne M. Mackey.

ments here. In the top row are
Gertrude Hood, assistant supervisor
of women, A. B. Carter, president of
athletic council, and Eliza Hughes,
nead of the women's division. The

middle row shows Thomas E. McOonough, head of the department
>i physical education, Dr. H. L.
Donovan, president of Eastern, and
Dr. Jacob D. Parrls, college phyilclan and teacher of health. In

l he bottom may be seen Miss Edna
White, campus nurse, George N.
Hembree, Instructor of men, Charles
r. Hughes, coach of varsity athletics, and Alfred Portwood, coach
)t freshman athletics..

TRAINING IN HOME. ECONOMICS
OPENS GAINFUL OCCUPATIONS
TO GIRLS ADEQUATELY TRAINED

and happy, the father and mother
should have a thorough knowledge
of foods, clothing, shelter, economics, sociological and biological facts,
and an understanding of the physical, mental and spiritual care of
the children.
We must educate in order to further the Ideal of making the home
the happiest, the most harmonious,
the most sacre place on earth. In
a broad curriculum in Home Economics as Eastern has, a girl can
prepare herself to be an ideal homemaker. The young man, too, has an
opportunity to train for his share
in the creating of a happy home.
An orientation course entitled Home
and Social Problems has been designed for men students. Such units
as Selection of foods, Hospitality in
the home, Social Etiquette, and Economics of the Home are taken up.
Statistics show that a large number of the girls leave school and
become Jiomemakers before they
reach college. Kentucky Is awake to
the importance of Home Economics
in the secondary schools. A girl
may qualify, to teach Home Eocomlcs in the secondary schools, at
Eastern Teachers College. Two curricula are offered. One qualifies the
student to teach in a federally aided
high school. If the student elects
this curriculum she takes Home
Management and Child Care in addition to the various subject matter courses, Special Methods and
Student Teaching which are required of all desiring to qualify for
teaching positions.
Extension work is one of the newest fields, as well as one of tha
broadest, furnishing the greatest ojx
portunlty a girl has for service.
The Home Demonstration Agent
goes into the rural community and

If the women of today would only of multitudes of young wives and
realize the great advantage of learn- mothers from the combined influing their life job before entering ence of poor health, poor domestics,
upon it, we would have more happy and a defective education.
To create a home and have Just
and well-organized American homes.
Catherine Beecher, in her "Treatise a house there must be happiness.
On Domestic Economy," made a The husband, wife and the children,
strong plea for the better adminis- all living under one roof, with this
tration of the home, in seeking a love and happiness, constitute the
remedy for the deplorable sufferings I family. To keep the family healthy

LACROSSE TEAM

Bybee Shoe Hospital
SHOE REPAIR SERVICE COMPLETE
The day of Cobling Shoes has gone.
]kj f\\JJ we rebuild them. We use only the best of
ili/ff material in our repair work, and our prices
arc in keeping with the time.
W E APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE.

Bybee Shoe Hospital
Second and Water Street
V
M

The above photo shows some of the assembly to demonstrate part of the
women in tfae physical education work being done In the women's
department who put on a program division of the department.
of aesthetic dancing at the college

Here is a group of athletes assem-iof a lacrosse team. Lacrosse la a
bled under the direction of Thomas part of the program of physical
i&. McDonough for the development! education.

A girl with a college degree in
Home Economics may take up six
or more months ol work in a reliable hospital and become a hospital dietitian. Schools, cafeterias,
notels, and manufacturers of food
products employ women with a
scientific knowledge ol foods. Eastern enriches the girl whose ambition it Is to pursue such vocations
by giving her opportunities to take
courses in food selection and preparation, bio-chemistry and dietetics.
Managers of tea rooms hold enterprising positions. The most successful ones have proven to be those
that have had a general education
in Home Economics. Courteous service and hospitality are expected by
the publls, as well as well-prepared
foodLarge department stores employ
consulting experts whose duty it is
to advise customers in purchasing
clothing and household furnishings.
Who Is better qualified to hold such
a poistion than the girl educated in
Home Economics. Eastern is contributing to the training for this
Job thru such courses as textile
study, costume design, clothing construction, Interior decoration, and
household equipment.
-O-

O' Donnell Speaks
at Eastern Chapel
Significant economic and social
problems which the leaders of the
world are facing today were reviewed and discussed by Supt. W. F.
O'Donnell of the Richmond city
schools In an address oh "Some
Faiths Worth Cultivating," which he
delivered Friday morning in Hiram
Brock auditorium at the assembly
of the Eastern Kentucky State
Teachers College students.
To win success and perform beneficial services for mankind and the
state, Superintendent O'Donnell
counselled the Eastern students to
have "faith In themselves, in the
strength of their character, and in
the value of their lives; faith in the
possibility of a new economic order,
faith in the possibility of the prevention of war, and faith in the
possibility of a new civic life."
The Men's Olee club of Eastern
Teachers College, under the direction of Prof. James E. Van Puersem, sang a group of selections prior
to the delivery of Mr. O'Donnell's
address. The selections included
"To a Rose," "Southern Memories,"
'a medley, «nd "John Peale," a stirring hunting song. "I Wish I Were
a Little Rock" was rendered for an
e core.
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SENIC VIEWS OF EASTERN CAMPUS

3 Sorority Sisters
and a Raccoon Coat

wV

By MISS FITT
The modern idea of a theme song
or a parody has finally caught me,
too. Everything seems to be utilized
as available material for modernization, so I had to go way back for
my Idea.
It seems that" there were three
little piggies out seeking material
with which to make a house . .
the first sorority Miss lived with an
Aunt; the second little sorority girl
stayed at home, and the third imp
stayed at the sorority house. Qf
course they were always dated up^«.
week ahead of time.
Then came the sheep in raccoon's
clothing; along with the big fur Job
went a lovely car, personality, and
a way with the winner. He viewed
the three fair piggies, later called
■wooden shoe girls" (wouldn't you
take me here, and wouldn't you take
me there), but for convenience we'll
stick to the sorority gag. He liked
the scenery, thus decided he'd find
the best scenery before making a
permanent settlement for his house.
He tried to date the first pledge.
It was O. K. a week from next Wednesday. Whew! tho't he. The second and third were dated in Rotation (who wouldn't date this campus
big car, fur coat model?
The day arrived, dear children,
when he tootity-tooted at the aunt's
door.
A lovely evening, only_ he was
getting tired; couldn't stand the
pace. Ray! the Joint closed; they
had to go home. Arrived at last and
there she sat, talking about the depression, the ^st plant crash, and
don't it? The big campus bear was
becoming too sleepy to listen.
"Night," sez he, and tries to kiss her.
She reaches up and gives him a nice
bear hug for the raccoon coat and
a nice kiss for him to remember her
by. "Night," said she. "Night," sez
he, and opens the door. "Too chilly
with the door open, dear." Slam!
On she talked. To do what, tho't
he. He did! "Night," sez he—or
I'll toot and I'll hoot and I'll blow
your house—I mean wake your aunt
up. Slam!
Next night he was Introduced to
the second one's family, and helped
her raid the ice-box when they returned at eleven-thirty. "Night,"
sez she. He insisted that she pour
more ice tea. "Night," sez she, and
listens to creaking of stairs. The
wolf feels good. On with the radio
and on with the lamps. Oh! NO!
—too late. Sez the wolf In sheep's
raccoon coat—"No music—I'll whistle and laugh and rock down your,
or I mean wake up the old man."
"We are now signing off the air at
exactly—coo coo- coo coo- coo coo."
No family wakened.
Came the eve of the third night.
She put In a phone call to make It
a dinner date. A slight touch of
"till my check comes." Dinner, a
show, a drink, expensive cigarettes,
and the third sorority house miss
was Just getting started. A ride, did
she insist on driving, she did! When

Down Into Grand
Canyon by Burro
By LILLIAN BOWER

he objected to the speed
O. K.,
I'll try &nd go faster, but this boat
of yours is a year old, you know."
When he hinted he had classes next
day, she supplied the information
that she had four classes and two
exams. When he got chilly, she
volunteered her coat (um huh, kiddles). Three thirty-four when she'd
get home, and the sorority was having a morning dew breakfast at 5:00.
Lonely, an hour to bathe and dress.
Home, to sorority house. He should
sneak around next door, over wall,
and open gate—never It wasn't practical. "Oke," sez the weaker sex
member. "I'll scream and kick and
cry and blow your house down—I
mean "bring the house mother down
and tell her it's all your evil doings,"
says he. Gate open, 5:00 a. m.,
morning dew breakfast great. "Three
lovely girls, but I think I'll stick to
my county roommates's sister that's
still In high school," sez this dweat,
big, hanthome, big fur Job, highpowered car campus model.
The moral to this story, my kiddles, Is don't strike your matches
before you need them; you might
run out of gasoline.
O
Must You Be Going?
Miami, Ariz., (ABS)—"How to
Speed a Parting Guest," the last
lesson of a series of articles on
etiquette published by the Miami
school paper, proved a boon to some
of the girls who had found it hard
to get rid of their boy friends.

COUNCIL HAS
DINNER-MEET
Elementary Education Group
Hear Dr. Donovan Discuss Problems
CRUSADING

IS . URGED

Dr.' H. L. Donovan, president of
Eastern, was the guest speaker for
the dinner meeting of the Elementary Council of Education, which
was held at 5 o'clock Monday night,
April 4, In the recreation room of
Burnam Hall.
In his talk before the Council, Dr.
Donovan spoke rather informally.
He told of the advancement which
has been made In the field of education here, saying for some time it
had been impossible for a student to
major In education, but that now a
well-defined curriculum has been
created and the various fields of
education have been divided under
highly-qualified faculty members as
heads of each specific field or department.
Dr. Donovan said that Dr. Bachman, a leading educator ,who surveyed here before the Peabody group
was on the campus to take a survey
of Eastern's curriculum, told that
Eastern has one of the best draw-

GRADUATING PROCESSION

up curriculums that he has studied
in his trips thruout the large colleges and universities of the United
States.
While speaking of matters pertaining to an educational curriculum, Dr. Donovan stated that it
should be essential that every major
In education belong to one of the
specific education clubs. He spoke
highly of the Elementary Council
and Its work under Mrs. Gladys
Tyng, head of elementary education
here. "Here you get professionalized In your talks togther at these
meetings," he declared.
Dr. Donovan said that as far as
Kentucky is concerned educationally
it will be necessary for Kentucklans
to have their attitude toward education entirely changed. He assailed
the past meeting of the Kentucky
legislature for its negligence to consider the real needs of Kentucky and
its gross ignorance in passing such
a destructive bill.to Kentucky's educational system, as the one to make
the office of the county superintendent elective by popular vote.
Dr. Donovan said that he was not
declaring or defending his views In
favor of the teachers of the state,
but that he had in mind the injustice being done to the children.
In speaking of the situation in
Kentucky, he said, "We get those
things that we want and If we want
the school we will get It." With
this Dr. Donovan urged members of
the Council to fight strenuously for
the cause of education in Kentucky,
when they return to their communities or go to other communities to
teach.
That conditions are deplorable
here in. Kentucky and that we have
very little idealism need hardly be
mentioned or brought out, Dr. Donovan asserted. He said that there
were two main causes for this con-

dition. They are the economic situation, and as "Dad" Elliott put it
when he was here, the backwash of
the World War.
In conclusion, Dr. Donovan claimed that teachers who have achieved
high qualifications should go out
from this institution as "Crusaders
for Idealism" in the schools of Kentucky.
Several new members were taken
into the Council at this meeting and
a new role was drawn up by the
secretary, bringing the total membership at the present to 62.
O

Sigma Tau Pi In
War on Depression
Eastern now has a permanent
committee to study depressions! It
is composed of Newton Oakes, V.
E. Bertholf, and Miss Ida Mae
Hastie. The results of the research
work of this committee will be forwarded to President Hoover with
the hope that the information will
prove of some value in his attempt
to solve the present ecomonic situation by the appointment of committees. This action was taken by
the commerce club at its last meeting on April 6.
Much optimism relative to depression was shown in speeches by
the following members: Amanda
Skldmore, Newton Oakes, V. E.
Bertholf, Charles Morgan, Ida Mae
Hastie and Ella Rae Hastie.
The "Royal Hawaiians," Messrs.
McDaniel, Raider and Vaught, entertained the club with music.
At the next regular meeting the
club will go on a picnic to "Podunk
Creek."
O
Patronize the Progress advertisers.

"Come en, Sis, the guide says the
party is ready to start and that if
we want to g* we had better step
on it. I don't know what we are
to step on. Gee, I hope we don't
have to walk all the way down that
trail.
Goodness! what are those
funny animals? Do I have to ride
cne of those to get into the Grand
Canyon? The man told me I
could see the canyon in an automobile.''
"Those animals are burros lady
If you want to go into the canyon
ycu will have to ride one. Yes you
can see the canyon In an automobile but—"
"Then I shall most certainly take
a car and go down.''
"But, Madam, the" cars do not
go down they Just go along the
rim."
"Well! I guess I will have to ride
cne cf those awful looking animals
because I told the folks back home
I was going down into the canyon."
After the abave conversation the
guide proceeded to aid us to mount
the burros for our trip of fourteen
miles through the canyon. When
journey down the perilous Bright
all had mounted we started the long
Angel Trail. After the first turn
we stopped to have our pictures
taken as all parties do. We were
told that we could buy one on return from below. Then we again
started downward. Following the
many curves. The burros seemed
to know where to go and where not
to' 'go in order to keep from falling
over the deep cliffs.
About half way down we stopped
again, this time for water. And It
sure did taste good. The trip was
continued and at twelve o'clock we
reached the floor and wound our
way to the silvery Colorado, where
we had lunch.
Then at one we
started the climb to the rim and
back to the hotel and rest.
On the return trip the guide
pointed out the different stones
which represent such things as a
battle ship and adutch girl. Arriving at the hotel the guide told
us that at seven o"clock the MMMM
of the Hopi House would give us an
entertainment showing their different dances and for us not to
miss it.
We then went in to dress for dinner at the Fred Harvey House. The
hotels and trains along the Santa
Fe do not have a dinner of their
own but allow you to stop long
enough to eat at the lunch rooms
along the way.
£iter dinner we gathered around
a camp fire for the Indian Dance,
which was the most impressive bit
of entertainment given anywhere.
O
Prohibition as a government problem is a special course offered In
the political science department of
Ohio Wesleyan University, the first
semester of 1931-32. Leaders of both
sides of the question addressed the
class. After formal presentation of
his case, each speaker submitted to
a cross examination from the students.
O
New York University has established the Alumni Meritorious Service Award to be presented to graduates of the university who have
rendered unusual service to their
alma mater.

AIRPLANE VIEW OF CAMPUS
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Above Is an airplane view of Eastern's campus, showing all the buil»
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dings and grounds of the institu.
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tion, which are valued at over
Here Is a view of the graduation exercises which followed, and at known artist from Chicago, made $2,000,000. The recently construcprocession, June 1931, marching to which Dr. Lorado Taft, nationally the commencement address.
ted Weaver Health building and
the Hiram Brock auditorium for the
football field are shown to the
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EASTERN STUDENTS ARE
'

ALWAYS WELCOMED
at

Stockton's Drug Store

Meet Yoer
Friends

v

50c per doz.
Until May

(

1st.

The McGAUGHEY Studio

Crabbe library and the Industrial
arts building are shown on the
driveway to the left. Burnam and
Sullivan Halls (girl's dormitories),
the power plant, the home of the
campus physician and the home of
the superintendent of grounds are
to be seen in the background.

Students of Eastern Are Always
* ' Welcomed to Our Store
try our soda fountain service

Our Drinks Are Delicious
CORNETPS DRUG STORE
Telephone 19

.»

STAMP PHOTOS

right. The administration bullding, Roark Hall, Cammack elementary training school, Memorial
Hall (boy's dormitory), an'd the
president's home are in the foreground.
The University building
(Model High School), John Grant

at K. E. A. Headquarters
-U-

Brown Hotel

Glyndon Beauty Parlor
We Specialize In Eugene Waving
FINGER WAVE
MARCEL
:

75c
75c

Three Experienced Operators

